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FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

It

is of immense pleasure to come to know that our much coveted HALDIA

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY is going to publish its Techno-Literary Magazine,
AB-INITIO-2018 to showcase the credential of Institutional fraternity. In today’s society
contribution of Engineers is of paramount Importance and therefore, I personally believe
that they are expected to be pioneer in each and every field. Owing to this notion, if an
engineering student in his/her formative days could not abridge the professional capabilities
with inner abilities; perhaps, vain is this seeking to be an Engineer of the hour. The human
cognizance comprises of three hierarchical levels, namely, sensing, generation and
interpretation. In this pursuit, if science is not blended with sense, if inculcation of new
ideas is not harnessed with the ability to generate, if the information is not amalgamated
with interpretation; perhaps we will be way apart in nurturing human resource.
The literary meaning of ‘AB-INITIO’ is ‘from the beginning’ in English and the
counterpart in Bengali is ‘ অিব-নীত ’ which is an abbreviation of ‘ অিবচল এবং উ�ীত ’
(steady in the pursuit of excellence). Therefore, it is evident that, from the beginning our
foundation was poised up with an uninterrupted steady effort in the pursuit of excellence.
Besides, science and arts (sense), I would like to suggest that one must always go
for study the past, ie, history, because, without the knowledge of the past it becomes
cumbersome to fetch excellence in future. As a coda I would like to mention that ‘nothing
is superior to humanity’. In this regards I would like to mention the quotation by the great
poet Rabindranath Tagore on Humanity:

“O heart of mine,
awake in this holy place of pilgrimage
In this land of India,
on the shore of vast humanity”.
I congratulate the entire fraternity for their endeavors for embodiment of ‘AB-INITIO’ in
its current form.

Dr. Lakshman Chandra Seth

Chairman, HIT

Prof. (Dr.) M.N. Bandyopadhyay
Director
Haldia Institute of Technology
Haldia, Purba Medinipur

FROM THE DESK OF THE DIRECTOR

It is a colossal contentment to come to know that our venerated Haldia Institute
of Technology is going to publish the Annual Literary Magazine “ABINITIO” to
showcase and amass the literary capabilities of the Students, Alumni and also the
Faculty members.
Adhering to the mission and vision of this Institute, I heartily support the whole
fraternity of their relentless dedication of embodiment of the Literary Magazine in the
form of a book. I presume that without having the literary sense a person can’t expand
his sense of imagination, creativity which perhaps is the need of the hour. While
composing a paper or an article if a student is not having the organization of the same, it
can’t be transformed into a good piece of work. I am pretty sure that besides the
magnanimity of academic achievements, in the pursuit of excellence the literary sense
should be inculcated into the budding engineers’ mind. To me this is not only a
materialistic booklet; rather, it encapsulates the upshots of imaginative endeavor of
every individual who has contributed substantially at the formative stage of the tiny
Magazine.
I seriously believe and foresee that our Institute will certainly expand its vigor
towards achieving academic excellence if we can keep blending science with sense. I am
pleased about the persistent hard work put in by members of the publication committee
for bringing out the Magazine.

Dr. Biswajit mandal
Associate Professor,
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Haldia Institute of Technology

FROM THE DESK OF THE CONVENOR, PUBLICATION COMMITTEE
‘To me, the greatest pleasure of writing is not what it's about,
but the inner music the words make.’ -Truman Capote.

The essential purpose of ‘ABINITIO’ is to inform, engage, inspire and entertain
a diverse readership -- including alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents and other friends
of Haldia Institute of Technology -- by presenting an intimate, timely and honest portrait of
the College -- its people, its programs, its history, its challenges, its resources and its
mission. In the originality of its conception, in the excellence of its writing and visual
presentation and in its commitment to accuracy, healthy discourse and editorial balance, the
magazine endeavors to reflect the values and the quality of the institution itself. By
maintaining the respect and interest of its readers, the magazine aspires ultimately to
inform their opinion of the College and to strengthen their commitment to its welfare.
Our student authors have put across some amazing pieces of writing displaying their
creative thinking and writing skills. The works included in this edition are extremely
simple but will surely provide an opportunity to peep into a student’s thought process and
his or her axiomatic creative thinking. It is actually a lovely experience to see these
enthusiastic writers voicing their feeling through stories, poems, jokes and initiating an
adult role through various eye opening discussions.
I am thankful to all the blooming writers who have responded to my call and penned
their ideas for the magazine. I would also like to extend my sincere thanks to our
institution for constant support through the entire process of planning and publication of
‘ABINITIO’. Finally, from the entire team of ‘ABINITIO’ I wish all the readers a happy
reading!

Tirthadip Sinha
Assistant Professor
Dept. of Electronics and Communication Engineering
Haldia Institute of Technology

EDITOR’S NOTE
Of all the things we wear, our expression is most noticeable...

Once again with enjoyment and pleasure, we put forward the next dynamic
piece of creativity, freedom, self-expression and enthusiasm in our Annual College
Magazine ‘অ -ি ব -ন ী-ত ’ which is an amalgamation of the creation of talented souls along
with the blend of unique flavour from each one who have contributed for this magazine.
ABINITIO is more than just a magazine which also reflects and encompasses the diversity,
potentials, talents, achievements, emotions and vision of the entire HIT FAMILY. It has
been our constant endeavour to stir this urge by pushing everyone to write about the things
that they feel, see and do. This is that proud moment where all HITians get the opportunity
to find their voice and write about the topics they care about. Indeed, it serves as a good
platform to showcase the literary as well as artistic segments and hope this association
continues in future also.
In this 15th edition, we have also tried to form a bridge between flowing thoughts
and artistic magnification of the budding engineers. Student members of ‘TEAM
ABINITIO 2018’ seem so talented to expand their horizons successfully working side by
side with us. They have sharpened not only writing and editing skills but also team
management and leadership skills. They have also tried their best to make sure this
memoir of HIT helps former students in recapitulating their eventful journey in HIT. I’m
happy to work with such incredible people who have the creative mind and same drive to
enjoy the process truly. I apologize for shortcomings (if any) and hope readers will cherish
our efforts. Again, thanks to everybody for making ‘ABINITIO’ so special and hope to
build on the same ethos during the upcoming academic years.
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HINDI
आतंकवाद-सी�रया
-Siddharth Gautam (16/CHE/018)

कौन हो तुम?
-Imran Mir (17/ICE/042)

आतंकवाद का रूप द े,

तुम कोई आरज़ू हो

कैसे जी रहे लोग मर-मर कर,

तुम कोई ख़्वाब ह

उसका भयानक �ारूप द े,
उनका कोई हाल तो देख।
कलयुग का तांडव देख,

ख़त्म हो रह� मानवता का रूप द,
संभालना है तो संभाल, वरना,

मानव, अपना �वनाश का स्वरूप दे
सी�रया म� आया कैसा ये संकट है,

िसया-सुन्नी क� लड़ाई म� �पस रह� पूर� मानवता ह,
सारे दे श देख रहे , ये कैसा आपसी भाईचारा है,
मानवता को शमर-शार �कये,

बस ओछ� राजनीित का डं का है ।

�ज़न्दगी से पहले मृत्यु देख र, दिु नया है ,
जहां हँ सती थी छोट�-छोट� किलयाँ,
आज बरस रह� वहाँ गोिलयाँ है ।
ओ अरब दे श� अब तो समझो,
जाितवाद को खत्म कर,
आतंकवाद को बंद करो,

गूज
ँ रह� बच्च� क� ची-पुकार सुनो,
है सीने म� अगर �दल तुम्हारे,
तो उनका ददर ् �वलाप सुनो

या कोई हक़�क़त हो!
या िसफर् मेर� चाहत ह!

तुम एक आईना हो शायद

�जसम� झलकता रहता हूँ म�!
तुम मं�ज़ल हो मेरा
म� सफ़र हूँ तेरा!

तुम आसमाँ हो शायद

म� बहता सा एक बादल!

तेर� िसफर् हसरत ह� नह�
तेर� तलब भी है मुझे!

कभी आकर तो देख मुझे

�कस कदर टू टा हूँ �बखरा हूँ!
कभी गले लगा कर मुझे

मेरे आंसओ
ु ं को समेट के तो देख!

तुम ह� तुम हर सैय म� मेरे शािमल होगे

नज़र� से मेरे �दल म� कभी उतर के तो देख!

और हसरत अब यह� है �क तेरे नाम हो जाऊं
तेरे ह� ख़ाितर बस क़ुरबान हो जाऊं!

मेर� चाहत� क� सरहद� नह�ं है मख़सूस

शायद ह� कोई समझे मुझे ले�कन तुमने �कया है
महसस
ू !

तेरे �बन कुछ कहे समझूं तेर� हर बात को

सुनो सारे मानवता के भक्,

तेरे िलए ह� �दल तड़पताम� रोज़ आधी रात को!

जो मर रहे बेगन
ु ाह,

�ज़न्दगी तेरे साथ गुज़रे यह� तम्मन्ना है अब म!!

खून तुम्हारा भी लाल ह,

वो भी �कन्ह�ं के लाल ह,

तुम िसफर् ख्वाब नह�ं अब ज़रुरत हो म

�फ़र यह गृह यु� कैसा,

जाितवाद के शाषण को लेकर,
�जसे बनाया,

बस तुम्हार� एक छोट� सी सोच है...
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माता–�पता के िलए सम�पर्त
- Abhinish Kumar (17/ICE/038)
रख भरोसे का वो द�पक,

�जसने �दया तुम्ह� �काश हमेशा

यह मौन और स्तब्ध ,
क्य��

हुनर चीखता नह�ं।

खुद रह कर अंधेर� तले,

�ज़ंदगी छोट� सी है
- Gourab Kumar Jha (17/CSE/090)

पर है ये तुम्हार� समझ से पर

�ज़ंदगी छोट� सी है, सब कुछ करना चाहता हूँ।

सुनो तुम ये बात मेर�,

क्या खोय, क्या पाय, इन सब से दरू

बेहतर है िनभाओ �दल से तुम अपना हर एक फ़ज़र्

�ज़न्दगी छोट� सी ह, सब कुछ करना चाहता हूँ।

ता�क तुम्हार� �ज़न्दगी खुिशय� से चल
�क उनके �कतने एहसान ह� और ह� वो �कतने बड़े।
उतार पाओगे ना तुम वो कज़र,

कहोगे रहने दो, छोड़ो इन बात� को,
हो गयी है ये बात पुरानी,

छोटे -छोटे लम्ह� को भरपूर जीना चाहता हूँ

दिु नया म� एक अलग पहचान बनाना चाहता हूँ।

उन बचपन के दोस्त� के साथ �फ़र से

पर याद रखो, ए दोस्, बचपन से पहले नह�ं आती

पतंग उड़ाना चाहता हूँ।

ना है कोई ये पहे ली, ना ह� कोई नई कहानी,

घंट� लगने पर �फर से आलू पराठा खाना चाहता हूँ।

�कसी क� भी जवानी।

कभी जीतना, कभी हारना चाहता हूँ।

बरस� से चली है ये र�त,

�ज़न्दगी छोट� सी ह, सब कुछ करना चाहता हूँ।

और सुनोगे तुम हर �ज़न्दगी म� ना जाने इसे
�कतन� क� ह� जुबानी।

हुनर कभी चीखता नह�ं
- Rishabh (16/CE/068)
उच्च पद� पर बैठक,
रं ग जमाता है कभी।

तो कभी सड़क� और नुक्कड़� प
तमाशा करता �फरता।
कभी �कसी बुज़ुग् क
र
पेट पालता है ,

कभी �कसी तवायफ को
आँचल देता,

तो कभी मानिसक क्षु
को दरू करता।

ये �कसी जाती �वशेष का
मोहताज़ नह�ं!

ना खर�दा जा सके,
ना बेचने यु�।

अकेले म� बैठ कर उसक� तस्वीर

िनहारना चाहता हूँ।

उसक� बात� पर रूठना चाहता हू,

उसके मनाने पर उसके माथे को चूमना चाहता हूँ।
�ज़न्दगी छोट� सी ह, सब कुछ करना चाहता हूँ।
�खड़�कय� से हवा के झ�के को

अंदर लाना चाहता हूँ।

अब सीधे रात होती है सुबह के बाद,

उस गुम हुए शाम को ढू ँ ढना चाहता हूँ।

�ज़न्दगी छोट� सी ह, सब कुछ करना चाहता हूँ।
ना वक़्त होत, ना घड़� होती,

वो �दवाली, वो ईद मनाना चाहता हूँ।
उन बागान� म� आम खाना चाहता हूँ।

दरू तलक अकेले �कसी अनजान सफर का

राह� बनना चाहता हूँ।

सच्चे यार� के साथ हँसन-हँ साना चाहता हूँ।

कुछ रह ना जाये इन भागती साँस� के बीच,
कुछ दे र ठहरना चाहता हूँ,

सब कुछ समेटना चाहता हूँ।
�ज़न्दगी छोट� सी ह,

बस सब कुछ करना चाहता हूँ ।।
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क्या हुआ है द ेश क
- Abhinaw kumar (17/CHE/069)
क्या हुआ है द ेश क,

हवा को यहाँ क� लगी नज़र,
हवस और द�रं दगी क�,

देखो अब ये चली लहर।
रूप मनुष्य का लेकर ,
चील क� आँख� रखते ह�,
गंद� नज़र� से अपनी,

�द�ू षत जग को करते ह� ।
�कस बात का घमंड है तुझको,
जरा मुझे बताना,

क्या अपमान अबलाओं का करन,
है पुरुषत्व को जता?
अरे शमर् करो कायर,

जो हरकत िघनौनी कर रहे ,

खुिशयां �बखेरतीं प�रय� को,
डर डर के जीना िसखा रहे ।
ऐसा नह�ं है चलने वाला,
जमाना अब तो बदलेगा,

मासूम सीताओं का चेहरा,

अब काली बनके उमड़ेगा।
�वनाश हवसी दानव� का,
अंत िनकट अब आएगा,

कमजोर �जसे समझते ह�,
सबक वह� िसखाएगा ,

सबक वह� िसखाएगा ।।
�ब�टया बड़� हो गयी
- Mohammad Arsalaan (17/ME/101)
कागज़ क� नैय्य, सुन मोर� मैय्य,
आके झुला दे पलना मोहे ।

पलना म� झूल,ूं अंगना म� खेलू,ं
झाकू झरोख� के िनिमया तले।

दाद� क� लोर�, मैय्या ओ मोर,
�दलवा दे �फर से िसक्के मोहे

माट� सा बचपन धुलने लगा अब,
�कलका�रयां अब खो सी गयीं।

चौखट पे आयी आहट ये कैसी,

माँ! तेर� ये �ब�टया बड़� हो गयी।
देख रहा हूँ आसमान म�

इस खुली �खड़क� से माहताब म�

उन चलते �फरते बादल� के पास म�

एक छोटा सा तारा चमकता �कतने शान से।
लगता �कतना सुहाना है ये मंज़र

देख के �जसे �खल उठता है मौसम

मेरे सुनसान �बलखते कमरे के अंदर
िमल जाता सुकून,आ जाती है रौनक

मन करे बस, रहूँ इसके साये के अंदर।
अभी म� देख ह� रहा आसमान म�,

झांक रहा बादल� के उलटे �फरते िमज़ाज़ मे
शायद वो सोच रहे ह� –

भर दं ू जान हर बेजान म�;

और दे दँ ू सुकून इस जहाँ म�;

म� कब से सोच ह� रहा, देख के आसमान म�
क� चलने लगी हवा रफ्तार म,

और जैसे पड़� एक बून्द सामने वाले पेड़ के
उस प�े पर जो लग रह� थी बहुत प्यास म,
छा गयी खुशी सभी के एहसास म�।

और �फर क्य, जैसे-जैसे बून्द पे बून्द पान
जो बरसे,

जगाते रहे सारे याद� मन के,

�दल करे बस देखता रहूँ �बना आंख� झपके।

कजरा-स्याह, चांद� के कंगन,
�फर से �दखा दे चंदा मोहे ।
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�फर उठ� गे �कसी रोज़
- Yash Kumar (18/EIE/054)
बस इतनी सी कहानी है मेर�।
एक JEE का एग्ज़ाम था

जो िसर पे बैठा था,

कुछ फैकल्ट� म�बसर् थ

अभी पढ़ने बैठ जाएँ!
पर नह�ं,

अब यार मूड नह�ं है ।

आँख� मूद
ँ लेने म� ह� सुख है,
सोने म� ह� भलाई है ।

जो अब भी इस उम्मीद म� थे क�

पर उठ� गे �कसी रोज़,

एक दोस्त था

दोस्त� के साथ बैठने क,

�दमाग चल पड़े,

जो सोने के पीछे पागल था।

एक और एग्जाम थ,
BIT-SAT
�जसपे सबकुछ हार �दया था म�ने।

उसी गंगा घाट के �कनारे,
मुग
ं ेर क� गिलय� म� दौड़ जाने को।
�फर �कसी I I T - I I M पे
�फ़दा हो जाने को।

मेर� माँ थी, पापा थे,

बात
- Nisita Ranjan (17/CE/065)

और एक ये हमारा �दमाग था

बात ना है अमृत क�, ना ज़हर क�,

और एक ये हमार� उम्मीद थी

जो इस अंतःकरण को सुकून दे,

कोटा क� गािलयां थीं,

जो हमारा साथ छोड़ चुका था।

बात तो है बस उस �जजी�वषा क�,

�जसमे अब भी आग बाक� थी।

मानती हूँ,

हम पढ़ सकते थे,

धीरज एक क्षण नह�ं खो,

पर �कसके िलए?

टॉप कर सकते थे,
पर �कसके िलए?

मेरा प्यारIIT-JEE , BITSAT , WBJEE,
सब मुझसे छूट रहा था।

पर पढ़ते भी �कसके िलए?
मेरे �दल क� उम्मीद

या तो मुझे टॉप करा सकती थीं
या फे़ल करा सकती थीं।

पर अब �फर से कौन मेहनत करे,
कोटा जाये, शीट लगाए?

अबे कोई आवाज़ दे के रोक लो!
ये JEE का एग्ज़ाम जो मुँह िचढ़ाए बैठा है न,
ये आज भी बोल दे क� crack हो जाऊंगा
तो महादे व क� कसम,

सुरमा कभी �वचिलत नह�ं होते,
पर जब �ज़न्दगी से भली मौत लग,
तो लगता है ,

एक हवा ह� है जो सत्य ह,

�जसे झुठलाया नह�ं जा सकता है,
मगर सूय् भी तो थ
र
,

हाँ पर वो क्ष�णक ,

पर उस क्षण को म� क्य� ना मा,

चलो शांत कर अपने अंतः �वचार� को,

सोने जा रह� हूँ म� एक प्यार� िचरिन�ा म� 
हक�कत या ख़्वा
-Akhilesh Kumar Jha (18/CE/013)
मेरा जो ऐतमाद है , ये हक�कत या ख़्वा है ?

मयकदे म� थी पहले, अब तुझम� साँस है ।

तेरे आँख� म� मेरे िलए कुछ तो एहसास है ,
ना कहना �क ये शबाब� का इ�ेफा़क है ।।
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उदास रहते ह�
-Akarsh Pratap Singh (18/IT/006)

ABINITIO ONLINE QUIZZES
(Sept 10 – 16, 2018)

कमल उस झील के सारे उदास रहते ह�,

The answers to the 1st day of online quiz are:
1) The actual cost of one rupee is Rs.1.14 for notes and
approximately Rs. 0.70 for coins.
2) The highest Cricket ground in India is located at
Chail, Himachal Pradesh.
3) The number of departments started in the first year
of HIT was 4 including AEIE, CSE, CHE & SAS (not a
stream though).
4) HIT started its journey from Haldia Municipality
Building

हं स�गे कब वो िसकारे उदास रहते ह� ।

नद� क� तेज रवानी म� बह गए कुछ लोग,
जो रह गए ह� �कनारे वो उदास रहते ह� ।
मेर� ह� तरह उन्ह� भी इंतज़ार है तेर,

अब आ भी जा �क िसतारे उदास रहते ह� ।
घर� म� आग लगाकर जो मुस्कुराते थ,
सुना है वो अब शरारे उदास रहते ह� ।

हमारा मुल्क है रोशन जवां िचराग� स,
इसी से चांद िसतारे उदास रहते ह� ।
आज तय करना है
-Akarsh Pratap Singh (18/IT/06)
आज तय ये करना है
बस अब नह�ं �बखरना है !
और जाित मज़हब के
पाँख को कतरना है !
जीत कर बाधाओं को
मं�़जल को पाना है !
फूल सा �खला कर के
आग से गुजरना है !
िसफर् बाजू के बल प
आप ह� सँवरना ह� !
अब गुलामी से डर क्य
बस िशखर� पर चढ़ना है !!

The answers to the 2nd day of online quiz are:
1) Skull lake in India is Roopkund lake.
2) Kodinhi in Kerala is known as village of twins.
3) Aryabhatta Central Library constitutes of 89784
volumes and 11901 titles.
4) The exact campus size of HIT is 36.98 acres.
The answers to the 3rd day of online quiz are:
1.Shani Shinganapur in Maharashtra,
2.Chilkur Balaji Hyderabad
3. Albert Einstein
4. 21 years,11months,18 days
WINNERS OF DAY 3

Rishab Gupta (15/CHE/33)
& Shivangi Tiwari (16/EE/146)
The answers to the 4th day of online quiz are:
1. New Lucky Restaurant, Ahmedabad.
2. Kerala
3. Latitude - 22°3'3"N & Longitude - 88˚4'19"E
4. Banyan tree near P4
The answers to the 5th day of online quiz are:
1. The Riddle Of Hanging Pillar Place – Veerabhadra
Temple, Lepakshi State – Andhra Pradesh
2. The Riddle Of Musical Pillars - Vittala Temple, Hampi
State - Karnataka
3. February 2, 2016
4. TPS STATUE
The answers to the 6th day of online quiz are:
1. Kongka Pass State India China Border
2. Yaganti Maheshwara Temple-Andhra Pradesh
3. The college constitutes a total of 10 blocks in the
main building
4. The college was accredited with a CGPA of 3.31 on a
grade point scale of 7.
The answers to the 7th day of ABINITIO quiz are:
1. 2004
2. Kashmir
3. Brahmaputra
4. 2004
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BENGALI

ভাচুর ্য়া
~Tirthadip Sinha
Assistant Professor, ECE Dept.

I

VI

িদন, রাত েফসবুেকনয্াকােমা শুরু ৷৷
েবাবা চয্ােলে লাইক
আর টু ইেট গুরু ৷৷

কমেছ আয়ু, েচােখর আেলাসময় ডাকেছ েতামায় ৷৷
�াটর -েবচারাও আজ কাটুর ্
িটকট আর ি�জমায় ৷৷

II

VII

েহায়াটস্অয্াপও ,চেঙ�য্াটা েচ� যখন-তখন ৷৷
েবপেরায়া অয্াংিরবাড কয্াি��য্া,
কােন েহডেফান-সবর্� ৷৷

িবদঘুেট েমােমা আর �েহােয়েল
নীলেচ হেয়েছ েদহ, ি�খি�ত মুখ ৷৷
কত জীবন েথেমেছ অকারেণ,
আ�হনন - মেনর অসুখ ৷৷

III

VIII

রাত বাড়েলই �য্াপচয্
ইন�া�ােম িডিপ বদল ঢঙ ৷৷
সাউ��াউড আর ইউিটউে
েবসামাল সং ৷৷

পূণ্ হও অ
র
ত ৃ�তার আগুে,
�মাগত �েল-পুেড় হও ছারখার ৷৷
মানুষ হও সূেযর্ মেতা �েল,
িনয়িমত আ�দহন দরকার ৷৷

IV

IX

বুেড়া আঙু েলই ি�পকাটর ,�য্াপিডঘুেঁ টও েমেল অয্ামাজে ৷৷
েমেঘর মন-খারাপ, ভাঙেব আকাশ,
গুগল-এয্া�েয় সব জােন ৷৷

ভাচুর ্য়াল দুিনয়া টা লােগ ভােল,
তবু পা েরেখা সবুজ ঘােস ৷৷
েদখেব সারাহা-�ু িলশ শুধু নয়,
এই পৃিথবীর সবাই েতামায় ভালবােস ৷৷

V
িসেনমা, গান িনেমেষ হািপসি�-েনট আর ডট-কম ৷৷
মুেঠােফান আেরা �ু ধাতর ,
েরিডও-িটি আজ হজম ৷৷
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�ত
- Bhaswati Chakraborty

িদেনর েকালাহল েশেষ, নীলেচ শহের
থমেক দাঁড়ােনা সমেয়র মােঝ,
িনজর ্ শুনশান রা�ায়,
েখালা চু েল, চু ইেয় পেড় লাসয।
আলগা শািড়র লাল রঙ
িসগনয্া েদয়, সময় থমকায়।
রােতর মাদকতায়, িবষা� েধাঁয়ায়,
কু�ল পাকায় েনশা আর িনিষ� েমলােমশা।
�ত ঢােক কাি�ত �েতর �েলপ।
িক� েকাথাও শীণর বা�াটা কাঁদেছ,
িখেদর �ালায়
যার ল�ট বাপ চ�ট িদেয়েছ েসই কেবই!
যার মা িবি� হেয় েগেছ িনিষ� পি�েত,
েয জ� িনেয়েছ কপােল বদনাম িলেখ িনেয়।
ঘ�ার িহেসব েশষ হয় েভার রােত
টাকার েগাছা িনেয় লাল শািড় তখন
ছুটেছ-ছুটেছ-ছু টেছ।
আলগা আঁচেল কখন জড়ােব ে�েহর ব�ন,
িন�াপ আদের শু�্ হেব অশুিচ
�ত ঢাকেব ে�েহর �ন।
মা
- বাধন বসাক
েভােরর ফু ল পাপিড় েমেল
আমার মােয়র গ� েপেল,
সকাল হেলই বায়না কের
একিট বার েদখেব বেল
ে�গুেল,
দূব্া ঘােসর ই
র
হাওয়ায় মােয়র চরণছু েলা
যায়িন েকাথাও! ি�র দাঁিড়েয়
ইে�ফু েলর ��গুেলা,
পািখেদর েসই ইে�ডানা
মােয়র কােছই হে� মানা,
আপন পেথ ঘুরেছ েযন
িদগে�র সব িকছু ই জানা ।

সবুজ বনানী হেয়
িচর সবুজ ি��তা েমেল,
মােয়র আঁচেলর ছায়া েপেল,
হািরেয় যায় সব িহংসাভু েল ।
রা�ােত েতা িশে� ভরা,
এক িমিনটও চেল না েয েতামায় ছাড়া ।
ঘুেট পুিঁ ড়েয় অিফস যাওয়া,
েস সময়ও েখাঁেজ একটু কেরা মিণহারা ।
আকাশ েযমন আেলা সাজায়
সকাল-িবেকল, িদেন-রােত
েতামার হািসর আেলাক ছঁ টায়
চ�-তারা েখেল একই সােথ ।
ও মা ! েতামার এেলা চু েলর রঙ বাহার
েযন েমেঘর তারাবািতর অহংকার,
েযন এক িনেমেষ শা� িশশুর মেতা
িন�াপ হয় মন সবার ।
বিৃ �র সম� জলিব�ু
ঋণী হেয় যায় েতামার কােছ,
ঝণর্ার রূপধারা িদগ� পায়
েতামার হােতর েছাঁয়ােচ ।
িশশু-িশ�ার ছড়াগুেলা
�ান পায় েতামারই মুেখ ,
িশেখিছ কত িকছুই না, �থম েসই তারা
আর রূপকথা েদর েদেশ ।
আলতা রাঙা ঐ চরণ মােগা,
িশে� ভরা েচাখ
দু-দ� না েদেখও েয আশ েমেট না
েতামার ঐ মমতাভরা মুখ ।
�ীে�র �খর দাবদােহ জুড়ােল,
েতামার বুেকর অ�রােল
শীেতর সকােল েমাড়ােল শািড়র আঁচেল ।
তু িমই েতা আমার ‘মা’ ।
ফু েলর মেতা পিব�,
িশশুর মেতা িন�াপ তু িম ‘মা’
আমার পৃিথবী, আমার শাি�র আ�য়
তু িম ‘মা’ ।
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েশষ
- Swapnil Adak
17/EE/34

েসানালী িদনগুেলা হািরেয িগেয়ে,
হেয়েছ আকাশ েমঘলা,
জানলার বাইেরর বৃি� েদেখ,
লাগেছ মনটা একলা।
�িৃ তগুেলা বরই �ালায,
ইে� কের, িফের েযেত েসই িদেন,
যখন �ু ল িছল যেমর বািড, আন� িছল
িটিফে|
েহাক না শুরু �থম েথেক,
রিঙন হেব জীবনটা,
ব�ু েদর মুেখ িখি� না শুনেল,
ভরেতাই না আমার মনটা।

"তু ই িক পেরিছস? েকাথায ঘুরেত যািব?"
এই িছল আমােদর কথার িবষয!
যিদ িফের যাওয় েযত েসই েভালা িদেন,
তাহেল েকমন হয়?
েসিদন,
ভােলাবাসা িছল অজানা,
ব�ু � িছল পিরচয,
িকছু মানুেষর আেবেগর টােন,
েভেসিছল আমার হূদ|
তখন মেন এক অ�ু ত বল িছল,
েভেবিছলাম, গড়েবা একটা নতু ন েদশ,
িদনগুেলা ফু িরেয েগেলা,
নীরেব হে� অেনক িকছু র েশষ|
হািস-কা�ার স�কর ্গুেল,
মেন রেয়িছ ধের,
সে�র সামেন স�কর ্গুেল দািড়েয়েছ সের|
ভু লেবা না ব�ু , ছাড়েব না হাত,
েদব না হেত এইভােব েশষ,
�লেয়র আিবভর ্াে নত হক পৃিথবী,
িক� অিবনীত আমার েকশ|

আমার দূগ্র
বাধন বসাক
আমার এ যুেগর দূগ্র
ঝু িড় ভিতর সাজােনা থােক,
খে�র এেল যাচাই করেত শুরু কের|
এিদক েসিদক নানান আজুহােত েনয়,
আবার কখেনা েখলার ছেল ছুেড় েদয়|
পছ� না হেলও েলােক তােক ছুঁেত েভােল না,
র
আমার দূগ্ার শরীর মাি
, র�-মাংেস গড়া
তােত ।
যিদও বা শািড় অথবা সােলায়াের ঢাকা,
অ� বলেত, গলার �র আর হাত-পা ।
র
ে�শি� �বল িক� আশাহী,
আমার দূগ্ার ই
গােয়র রঙ কােলা হেলও
েকউ েদখেত ছােড় না ।
িদন েশেষ অেনক ঝি�র পেরও শা�,
অ�ান েচহারায় ঠায় দাঁিড়েয় ।
র
ওেগা �ভু ! আমার দূগ্ার শুধু দুেটা হাত
েকন িদেয়েছা?
দশিট হােতর দশ অ�য় সাজােনা েতামার
দূগ্ায় িদেয়েছা �বল শি�
র
িদেয়েছা িদবয্ দৃি,
র
াওিন েকােনা দৃি,
আর আমার দূগ্ার দ
িদেয়েছা শুধইু পাথেরর েকাটর|
িনরু�ের ঝেড় পের িনরুপােয়,
অশুভ শি�েক �ংস করার জনয্ সৃি�
র ,
হেয়িছল েতামার দূগ্া
র
িক� আমার দূগ্ার েযন সৃি� আর �ংস
েখলা কের এক আিঙনায় ।
পুতুল হেয়ই রেয় যায়,
েকউ ছুড়েছ, েকউ ভাঙেছ
েকউ বা গড়েছ, কারও বা ভােলা লাগেছ ।
িক� য� করেছ ক-জন?
ক-জন করেছ স�ান?
িদন-রাি�ই চলেছ এই ভু বেনর িন�ু র েখলা,
চলেত থােক সময় শুধু পেড় রয়
এক েকােণ েস একলা ।
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আিম আমার মেতা
- Dona Sheet
(১)
র দুঃসাধ
“আিম”…কী সু�র না শ�টা? েযমন অ�ু ত মায়ায় ভরা েছা� শ� “আিম” | েতমনই পূণ্য্ 
গভীরতায়| “আিম..আিম..আিম..”- িকছু �ন উ�ারণ করেল েকমন একটা েঘার লােগ! ‘বেড়া েযন
এক েনশা’| আর েসই িঝমধরা আিফেমর েনশায় ফিসেলর মেতা েজেগ রেয়িছ “আিম-েসই আিম” |
েসই আিম? সতয্ই িক েসই আি?? নািক র�া�, আ�া�, �ত-িব�ত হেয় যাওয়া অেচনা েকােনা
“আিম”|
রাতটা যখন েজেগ থািক, িনওেনর আেলার রেঙ রাঙা সাদা কােলা জীবনটা হঠাত কের িনঃশে�
েকঁ েপ উেঠ আর েবিরেয় আেস েসই েছা� শ� “আিম”-অ�ু ট; িনঃশে� | ঠা�া শরীের মুহূেতর্ েখে
যায় এক আগুন গরম েলাহার সলেত আর েসই মুহূেতর্ই েকােনা এক িহমশীতল অপািথর্ব ক�ালস
হাত েজেগ উেঠ বলার েচ�া কের-“আিম...আিম...আিম”! অ�ু ট; িনঃশে�|
ওই েয েছা� িবছানায় আিদমকােলর েয আিদম িশশুিট শুেয়িছল। হাত েনেড় আগ�করা বারবার
বেলিছল-“েদেখা! েদেখা! িক সু�র! একদম ওর বাবার মেতা েদখেত। েতামরা িমিলেয় িনও বড় হেয়
িঠক ওর বাবার মেতা হেব“ ওরা েসিদন ল�য্ কেরিন েছা� িপটিপেট েসই েচা, ওরা েকউ পড়ার
েচ�া কেরিন েচােখর ভাসায় �কাশ হওয়া িশশুর আতর ্নাদ। বুঝেত চায়িন তার েচােখ আঁকা �ে�র
অসহায়তা। শুধু িনিলর্� েচােখ বারবার বেলিছ-“ হেবা না েগা-আিম হেবা না। আমােক হেত
েবােলানা, আিম জািননা, আিম পাির না, আিম বাবার মেতা হেত পারেবা না। আিম েকবল আমার
মেতা কের ‘আিমই’ হেত পাির”|
(২)
িঠকের েবিরেয় আসা কা�া আজ টুঁিট েচেপ ধেরেছ আমার। তেব েমের েফলেত পােরিন আমার ��া
হয়েতা েথেমেছ হু�ার িক� েভতেরর ঘুম� িসংহ মেরিন। আ�া আমােক মােপা েকন বলেতা?
েতামােদর মাপযে� আিম বে�া েবমানান েবােঝানা েকন? েকন েতামরা েসই সুখনীড় নামক েলৗহ
কারাগাের বি� কেরেতামােদর মেতা কের করেত েচেয়েছা আর িদেনর েশেষ েমেপেছা? আ�া ‘আিম’
�ু েল কখনই ‘�থম’ হয়িন জােনা িন�ই, তা েতামরা সবাই হেয়িছেল? মেন করেত কী পারেছা- এত
ব�র পের না পড়াটাই যিদও �াভািবক। েতামােদর ি�য় ছা�ীেক িদেনর পর িদন সামেন দাঁিড়েয় শুধু
তু লনাই কেরেগেছা। একিট বােরর জনয্ও বেলাি“তু িম েতামার মেতা কের ভােলা।“ �ীম েরালার
চািপেয় বারবার করেত েচেয়ছ “ ওর মেতা, ওেদর মেতা।“
(৩)
অ�জেলর েনানতা �ােদর মেধয্ িনেজেক েখাঁজার ফাঁেক কখেনা কখেনা বেল উঠতা- ‘আিম’? েক
‘আিম’? েসই ‘আিম’ নািক কাঁটার আঘােত িছ�িভ� েকােনা “সু�র আিম”?খুব ভাবােতা �িত
মুহূেতর্ই আমায় েতামােদর ও‘আিম’ আর েশষ হতাম েভতের েভতের। েযন িকছুর �হরেগানার জনয্ই
েবঁেচ থাকা । হেত পাের েসটা মুি� িকংবা হেত পাের হঠাত একিদন েসানািল িবেকেল িনজেক িনেজ
খুেঁ জ পাওয়া। খুেঁ জও েপেয়িছলাম িনেজেক ডােয়িরর পাতায় পাতায় কলেমর সুেখর আঁচেড়। েতামরা
েহেসিছেল তােত, তেব �তিব�ত করেত পােরািন । তেব �িতটা হািসর েশেষই র�বীেজর মেতা
েতামরাই জ�িদেয়িছেল নতু ন ভাবনা। আর েসখান েথেকই জ� িনেয়েছ এক নতু ন আিম’র
‘আিম’ বারবার বেল যায় “আিম আমার মেতা” |

। েযই
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হলিদ নদীর বাঁেক
- অিভরূপ দাশগু�
দূের একটা যা�ী েবাঝাই েনৗকা এিগেয় যাে� জল েকেট েকেট। পি�ম আকাশ রি�ম আভায়
পিরপূণ্র জেলর সবেচেয় কােছর পাথরটায় বেস আিম েচাখ েরেখিছলাম িদগে�। েযখােন আকাশ িমেশ
েগেছ হলিদ নদীর সে�।
েদখেত েদখেত েকেট েগল �ায় একটা বছর। মািনেয় িনেয়িছ এখানকার রাত জাগা রুিট, massbunk, পরী�ার আেগ organizer, আর সময়-অসমেয়র ময্ািগভাজা সে�।
Adaptation এর কথা বলেল আমরা এখন Hitian Mutants. NHBT এর poster িকংবা kshitij
এর robotics, Rivera এর গান আর Riverside এর ফু চকা আমােদর জীবেন এক নতু ন রামধনুর
জ� িদেয়েছ। �িতটা পদে�প েযন DNA এর এক একটা Nitrogen base, যার েকােনা Lagging
strandেনই।
হলিদ নদীেক িজ�াসা করলাম, "েকন এরকম হে� বলেতা? েকন আমার �ে�র �জাপিতটা ডানা
েমেলেছ হলিদয়ার আকােশ? েকন আমার মন পেড় থােক class এর ল�া corridor েপিরেয়.......দূের
বহু দূের। আমার চশমাটা িঠ কের িদেয় স�য্া দিখণা বাতাস বেল উঠেলামনটার েদাষ েনইেকা, পড়াশুেনার ফাঁেক, িফেঙপািখটাউেড়িগেয়েছ-হলিদ নদীর বাঁেক।
�� অেনক িকছু ই রেয় িগেয়েছ অধরা; েচাখ েয েস েমলায়ই না, থােম না েয তার পড়া।
এভােবই েয েকেট যােব, েদখেত েদখেত বছর চার; পরজ� থােক যিদ, আসেব িফের আর একবার।
সিতয, না বলা কথা, বইেয়র ভােজ ে�ম আর হলিদ নদীর েঢউেক িচেন িনেত আসেত হেব িফের
বারবার। শত আেলাক বষর েশেষ আমােক িচনেত পারেব েতা হলিদয়া?

সুেখরই অিভনয়
রামকুমা, Asst. Professor (IT)
েবঁেচ আিছ আিম সুেখরই অিভনয় কের
আসেল ভালবাসা বেল িকছু েনই এ জীবেন
হদয় েবদনা িনেয় িভিজেয় েদয় তার দুনয়ন
কাননার েনানাজেল
আজ আিম দুঃখী েগা যা েদখ সব িমথয্া
আেয়াজন
হািরেয়িছ সুেখরই চাদের জড়ােনা ি�য়জন ।

শীেতর সকাল আমার হািরেয়েছ গােয় জিড়েয়
েনওয়া আরাম চাদর
আর েনই িশিশর ঘােসর নরম েরােদর আদর
রিঙন মুহুতগুেলা শূনয্তার কােলা রেঙ িবলীন হেয়
েগেছ
জীবেনর সব জয় অদশৃ য্হাত িছিনেয় িনেয় েগে

হােতর মুেঠায় আজ আর হাতখানা আটেক েনই
আশা আর ভরসার বাঁধেন আঙু েলর সােথ
আঙু লগুেলা জিড়েয় েনই
েঠাঁেট েঠাঁট িভেজ যাওয়ার িসকত অনুভূিতর মুেখ
কথা েনই
ইচেছ হেলই আর পারব না ভালবাসার � শরগেু লা
ছুঁেত ।
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ENGLISH
Comics as an art form
- Ayan Maity (016/BT/32)
“Comics are a medium used to express ideas
by images, often combined with text or other
visual information”. At least that the first thing
you’ll find on the internet if you look for the
definition of a comic or comic book. But does
it sum it all up?
Art is a very large word. Though the comic is
considered the most poorly represented and
respected art form over the centuries until the
1990s. Just like art evolved over the centuries
comic art too evolved. The medium is now
widely celebrated and currently going through
a creative renaissance, thanks to the
numerous professional artist bringing their
own style to the medium and engaging a huge
mass of audience by the portrayal of human
emotions, world politics, race, sexuality, war,
vigilantism, and even philosophy.
When the US was pretty much officially
neutral in the Second World War, Captain
America punched Hitler in the face and fights
the Nazis, (Captain America, created by Jack
Kirby), in another world famously known
Batman is born of senseless gun violence, and
the portrayal of Superman is nothing but
refugee created by Jewish immigrant. And
famously known X-men saga is the political
representation of the LGBTQ+ people.
Small independent comic characters can be as
influential as the big names in the comic
industry. Through the adventures of Tintin
created by Hergé(Georges Remi) it shows us
depth about different nations, teaches us
courage and not to lose hope even in the
darkest times.

based characters are the faces of
representation. With the release of Wonder
Woman, the first massively consumed female
superhero giving voice to numerous young
woman across the globe. By the portrayal of
strong female characters like Wonder Woman,
comic creators are breaking the glass ceiling
and moving beyond "the male superheroes
saving weak girl situation". Also recently
released Black Panther shows a very different
perspective on Africa. It shows that without
the colonizers if African people knew how to
utilize their resources they would have been
the most developed nation in this world. It
also teaches us about how comics can be a
medium for cultural appropriation and
representation.
The goal of art is to communicate ideas both
politically and philosophically, to teach, to
urge a moral point, to entertain, to distract, to
amuse, to serve beauty, to support a
revolution, to disgust, to challenge, to
stimulate or to cheer; With the help of comic
books art is now finding a newer voice to
flourish and finding its own audience.

CONFUSION
- FARAZ ALAM (18/IT/021)
Oh! how much confused I am,
so much influenced by every man
I don’t know why?
but I have a heart and wanna try.
All the happenings around me
makes me blind and unable to see
their words are so powerful, so ferocious,
even after trying I cannot become
conscious.
I am so dull and dumb to express myself,
that dumbness expresses the way I was,
fighting so long for that inner cause.
Tried hard to be rescued by,
finally came over all alive.

Recently the popularity of comic-based movies
is at its peak. The various stand-alone comic
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FORGIVENESS
- SAYAN GHOSH (16/EIE/O22)
On the edge of my heart,
I'll be looking for my soul,
Shredded and broken into parts,
Parts those I fear to recall.
All the choices in my life,
Kept fading like a midnight cigarette,
And all I was left with a,
Handful of little forgiveness.
Sometimes I blame my fate,
And Sometimes I blame myself,
Deep down in regrets.
That's where I look for my home,
Cause when I’m alone,
I look into the mirror ,
To find some hope in the man,
Looking down at me , yellow with fear,
Choked with the sins,
in his eyes those were Cold,
And that hand full of blood,
Of the Dead of the lost soul,
Into the deep words,
Into the dark world,
Somewhere it could never be found,
Somewhere I find myself lost.
Oh god!
Can u keep a secret of mine,
The only deed that keep me Devine,
For the darkness of the days.
Oh mom,
I’m sorry to break Ur heart,
And now I'll have to go too far,
From Ur pretty smile.

IN REGRETS
-SAYAN GHOSH (16/AEIE/022)
Missing me,
Are u missing me?
Love's chilled to its bones.
Kissing me,
Remember kissing me?
Down with our souls.

Oh dad,
I could never be that good son,
And I ended up being a sinner,
But don't u worry,
Soon, I'll be gone.
I'll be gone too far from my home.
All the choices in my life,
Kept fading like a midnight cigarette,
And all I was left with a,
Handful of little forgiveness.

FRIEND OR FOE??
-KISHAN SINGH (18/ME/043)
Heard all her words, from head to toe
Is really a friend or instead a foe?
Took all her suggestions in every problem
Was her aim or emblem?
Loved her truly and stood by her every
time,
On face, she was too sweet and cyme.
O God! Why I helped her all the while
For she neglected me even for a smile
All the time I supported and fought for her
fame
But she only made me talk of shame
Hurt, laughed, neglected all the time,
You should have cared and respected my
feelings
For I was the only one for all your healing
Got frustrated, read all the right
That’s the first time I decided to fight
If I am a headache then don’t be a friend
of mine
Because I am also someone’s head of
shine
Go, get away I don’t need you,
Be with the person whom you like so!!
Loving me,
Is not a fairy-tale, I've told u before.
Still u kept knocking me, like I'm that trapdoor.
Losing us, was that a mystery,
We don't even know,
Finding me, I kept finding me,
For that pretty soul.
It's isn’t about the angels,
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It’s isn’t about the secrets,
It’s about you and me,
We’ll end up in regrets.
Mocking me, Are you still mocking me?
For now being a-lone.
Misery, they say it's misery,
That's burns down our souls.
If we could kill that pride,
And Shoot that ego,
Will it be same?
If we cd sacrifice,
And pay the price,
Will it be the same?
It's isn’t about the angels,
It’s isn’t about the secrets,
Its bout you and me,
We’ll end up in regrets.

THE MOMENT I FIRST SAW HIM
-POULOMI KALI (17/EIE/029)
My pull car dropped me home. It was a
tiresome day at school. The fear of revealing
my history marks at home wrecked my brain
for a long time. However, I was prepared to
utter my unexpected result to my father
but interfering my sentence, he gave the news
'You are blessed with a brother today', as he
uttered this sentence I was filled with
immense joy and happiness. The fear in me
flew away but in that ambience of happiness, I
did not want to inform my father about my
marks. I freshened up myself as fast as I could,
have my lunch quickly and then my father took
me to the hospital where my little brother was
born. The moment I first saw him on my
mother's lap was a moment of great pleasure
and happiness for me. That little doll-like face
was radiating such beautiful and mirthful glow
filled with warmth that it made an exuberant
ambience around. That day I felt that I was the

happiest person in the world. The day was one
of the happiest days in my life as I had been
gifted with a person with whom I could share
my deepest feelings, a person who would
always be by my side even in my darkest
times.

SHE
-SUDHANSHU KUMAR (18/FT/37)
Look what kind of dress she wears,
She is unfit for the society, my dear.
She returns home late at night,
She should be called unworthy
For she has no fright.
We will see her with suspicion
Because we are society, takes own
Decision.
She has come from me, I have moulded her
into Squaddie;
She is my girl, a fighter and
Prejudice-free.
You fools! I don’t care about your
Thinking.
She is fully fledged and self-standing.
I will not be affected by your reasons
Further;
I believe in her because I am a mother
And she is my daughter.
She has learned to walk by holding
My finger;
I am her hero and she is my queen,
A ruler.
Oh, society! Your words just crossed
Over me;
She is brave enough to fight with all
Complexity.
Your declaration to me was just a
Titter-tatter;
I believe in her because I am a father
And she is my daughter
I grew up, I have played with her,
If she is cry then I am torn.
Your bitter words provoke me to
Behave hawkishly, but I will not;
I believe, she is a huge circle and not just a
dot.
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Your judgment won’t affect me;
In fact, I am proud of her.
I love her so much because I am a brother and
she is my sister.
Hey silly society you are no one to
Judge my action.
I am unique, in the way I am, I don’t
Need any justification.
I will swing my waist, will move like
A wave.
I am proud of myself and will do all
That I feel safe.
I am stronger than strong, braver than the
brave.
And I am a sister, a daughter; but not
Your slave.

IF LIFE IS A THEATRE
-SHIVANGI TIWARI (16/EE/146)
If life is a theatre,
I would have chosen different seats
For me, years ago!
There have been no intermissions,
And if there was, where once I ate ice cream,
I now order them at the bar.
And across the stage, I have seen comedy,
Tragic comedy
Tragedy.
When the show has been sad,
I have not been alone in the darkness.
And the music from the orchestra has driven
my dreams.
Sometimes I have had a companion and
sometimes
I have not,
But if now, I turn around,
The faces at the back are fewer now.
If when I look beside me,
There are no children yet
And I know I have seen life and laughed,
At each turn of its page,
Always wanting more!!
If it’s not true I will not control losing my seat,
I hope I can give it up graciously, and not
regret too
Much,
For the show go on without me
This I certainly know.

I’m just lucky to have a seat,
A miracle, a miracle
In a million probability!!

BUTTERFLY
-KIRTY SHARMA
I fear the sun. I fear the moon.
I fear the landscape and the doon. The plants
standing roadside scares me,
The breeze touching my dermis haunts me.
I fear the barks. I fear the chirps.
I fear the quacks and the buzz. The men selling
edibles terrorise me,
The toddler’s smiles dissatisfy me.
I fear the mornings. I fear the nights.
I fear the stuffs which are out of sight.
The unknown faces torts me,
The gloomy ambiance breaks me.
Fear is much. No solution such.
I will deal, I will fight,
I will do work hard with all my might.
I will depart. I will fly.
The cocoon has been ruptured.
Here comes the butterfly.

THE WHIM
- Ritika (17/ICE/013)
"Oh! Please let me in
Mom! Dad! Sister!
I know I'm your very sin,
But please let me in".
To please this society,
is a prowess.
Unnavigable are the credence,
that it explicitly veils.
I wish I could bask in the morning sun,
with good morning kisses,
and tender hands caressing my cheeks,
serving in my plate, yummy burger bun.
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I pine for the family home evenings,
the aura of the festive gala,
of the endless pandal hopping,
the few things I discern from passing
strangers.
The tall white building
with queues of youngsters,
invading in uniformity,
besets me with impending doom.
My life is pathetic,
filled with mournful songs,
and of pessimistic utterances
from the pitiful society that abandoned me.
I have a family though,
of people exactly like me,
people who dress up like me
and people who deserve love, yet endure the
cacophony like me.
I cannot marry my love,
Nor can I gain your love.
Only despair is what I've found,
But now I do have a sound.

LIKE
- SK ARBAJ ALI (17/ME/049)
Like....
Like the moon needs the sun
All I need is somebody
To love me
To love me like my friends!
Summer's knocking the door
Ground's calling for us
All it need is somebody
To play it
To play it like we used to!
School's silent as hell
Who's gonna tell the tale?
What have I become
My sweetest friend
Everyone I know goes away
In the end
I say to myself
Where have they all gone?
Grownups they have become
Kids outside are none!
All I need are my friends
To love me
To love me like they used to!

My society is now unbounded by the false
notions.
We demand equality and not mere
acceptance.
It's time to light up the flame
soon there shall be a new world to claim.
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HALF CIGARETTE
- Anubhab Biswas (17/EE/126)
“I think this one is okay. “
“Nopes I wanna go to the fifth floor. “
“But it’s bare. It could be dangerous,. “
“None could see us there, princess. “
“Check your words, dear. I’m not your girlfriend. “
“Oh c’mon. You are my best friend. “
“But that doesn’t mean, you can tell anything. Anyway got the matches? “
“Yup, and the cigarette too. “
Rahul, a good looking boy of seventeen, from a not so good background, was a good
friend of Debannita, the only daughter of a rich businessman, who came from a well educated
family and was of his age. She was very good looking and a far better in studies than him.
Belonging to the same locality it did not take much time to reach the best friend level of their
friendship. She was recognized as a very good girl by her peers, teachers and her family until
then.
“Rahul, I’m feeling nervous. “
“Are you sitting for any exam?,”
“But still I haven’t smoked any cigarette before. What if my parents get to know about this.“
“Smoking once will not make you a bad girl. “
The conversation went on until they climbed up an unfinished building top to light her first
cigarette. Rahul was a guide to her in this regard as he had mastered it from a very tender age.
He provided her the full confidence to light one. Climbing up they made themselves comfortable
on sitting in one corner of the open terrace.
The packet was unwrapped; he pulled out two Marlboros, Rahul lighted the two and gave
one to her. Debannita’s inexperience made her cough and choke. But Rahul made her learn to
inhale. She got her grip on cigarette right from the next one.
“Aren’t we polluting the environment by the smoke? “. She added.
“Who cares?” He answered.
“I wish this was your last time. You should care about your health too. “
“No way.“
“I got some chewing mints to get away with the smell. Is it okay? “
“More than enough. Who is going to smell your mouth? “
“But I still fear my parents. They are devilish. “
“Shut up. “
“Look there is one more left. “
“Will you light that one?” he asked her.
“Nope, no more.“
“Are you okay?”
“Yup, you should not smoke to such an extent, care about of health dear. You have got a low
blood pressure. “She added.
“I know my princess. “
“AGAIN?“
“Oh sorry.“
“Now get up we need to go home.“
Rahul got up slowly holding his last half smoked cigarette. His vision got clouded, got
lightheadness. He stepped forward. She shouted a warning. Before knowing anything he fell
down and down until his head hit the ground, people gathered around, and he was ruined to
death. He’s overflowing blood extinguished the half cigarette which still lighted in his hand. She
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cried out loud in fear, fainted, and got unconscious up there just an inch away from the same
corner.
To months later her psychologist came to a conclusion that she had got fumiphobia right
from that incident after which she started behaving abnormally at each and every smell and sight
of smoke.

An Ode to the Campus
- Sugandha Ruchir (4th Year, CSE)
Quaint, sleepy, boring, unhappening, even morbid. These were the adjectives that very
conveniently crossed the mind of a first-year student whenever a look was cast at the long
pathway from the four pillars to the annex building (suavely known as the R&D building).
Thepathway had been the walking pad of some agitated, reluctant students making their way to
their morning classes scheduled in a burning second-floor Annex classroom in the September of
2015. The path was jokingly called the ‘Janpath’ and the Four Pillars named ‘ChaarMinaar’ given
that the number of Minaarswas actually ‘Four’, in a total neglect of the geographical
discrepancies of the analogy. The February of 2016 announced a shift- in the venue and in lives
that were to be introduced to a whole new chapter of this book called HIT. The classes for the
second semester were to be held in the main building- the old, somewhat worn off interior of our
local version of the ‘ChaarMinaar’. That semester did little to lift up the subdued spirits. But the
altogether absent campus life back at the Annex building started revealing itself in all glory to the
incoming main building crowd.
And that was the beginning of it. The joy of discovering a new path to somewhere in this circular
spiral; the despair when you know that you commenced in the wrong direction and that the
department you are looking for now lies a-whole-circle-of-the-second-floor ahead instead of just
one department away if you had taken the right turn after all; and the very vital “Oh! It’s just the
second period yet” coffee breaks at the small eatery situated in the gateway beside the
Department of Civil Engineering on the ground floor- all started to manifest in a new-found sense
of thrill peppered with a pinch of what was a mixture of surprise, discovery, irritation, annoyance,
and awe all at once. The place gradually grew familiar. By the end of the year, the new breed of
feet had started recognizing the shortest path to each department and friendship was thick in the
campus air,unlike the aloofness that hung heavy in the corridors during the first semester.
A year passed, another one did. The place that a mind once found the definition of in terms like
somber and destructive was now the most happening of all places, teeming with life. The endless
line of theks on the street just outside the main gates was the ultimate respite after a long day at
labs and classes, Shankhachill being the one-stop provisional store. And a look at a gang or two of
students lurking out at the first gate was a sneak peek into what the buoyant carelessness of
youth looked like. And then,of course, there was the annual carnival of abundance and joy known
as the ‘fest-week’- the three days and nights of fun and all happiness in the world. And so,
bagging all the memories that the place had to offer, a new student grew old.
The acquaintance was comforting but it was in a brief moment of sudden realization that the love
for the campus was acknowledged by a now habituated subconscious. It was any normal afterclass day in the life of a third-year student. The blues were about to graduate, leaving the
population of cheques and shades of pink behind. The Haldia sky had already changed colors
several times a day. The distant yellow lights from the dock gleamed in a twilight skyline as the
sun approached its set. The Four Pillars stood as white and tall as ever, the façade of the main
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building curtained by a streak of Areka Nut trees. There was a whiff of smoke in the air. The sky
looked clear except for its changing tint of blue. But the now-familiar eyes knew that a rain was
due. The eyesthat were filled with a wisdom of the place that only a seasoned HITian possessesthat things but happen in their own good time on the HIT campus; that the rain is unpredictableone minute it’s pouring down, another moment the sky is clear and then the next moment it’s
sunny and yet raining; that books can, after all, beborrowed from the library even if you don’t
have a card and your friend has one; that some things are better left cazz-ed; and that there are
some rules that trump others any given day. And braced with all of this knowledge and that of an
imminent rain, the soon to be fourth-year walked away- her heart singing an ode to the HIT
campus.

CONGREGATION
- RITABAN BISWAS 18/ECE/084
The day could never be any worse.
Despite lurking in and around so many institutes and universities, with a worn out file in hand,
containing old degrees, Jason was refused employment everywhere he went. It was “hard luck”
for him. Under the blazing heat of the sun, he crossed the road and turned homewards. On his
way, it dawned upon him that it was Sunday and he should visit his wife- his deceased wife- lying
beneath the earth, in a local cemetery. With a few pence in his pocket, he bought ‘round a score
of red balloons and a bouquet of new-garnered lilies, from a nearby store.
“What occasion is it anyway?” asked the inquisitive shopkeeper.
“They’re for my wife. She loves balloons and lilies; their fragrance soothes her.” “Oh! I must say
that although the head’s packed with grey hair, the pillars of commitment between you two are
so well-built!”
The seventy-year-old man grinned at this. It was already late. He’s supposed to meet her sharp at
ten o’clock; however, the afternoon had already struck in. At this age, he scampered so rapidly
that it seemed he’s running for life- he’d amazed everyone around him.
Finally, he reached there. Berta's grave was about a few meters inside. He found it like he does
every Sunday. "Gotcha!" sighed the old man at an old, exfoliated grave. Berta
Murray was engraved on the grave along with her lifespan. It's been six years since her death, but
for Jason, it was just a usual day. He doesn't miss his wife because he articulates with her soul
every day and there's a trivial bar between them - life and death.
"I'm so sorry. I know I'm late but couldn't help it." He was about to blurt out the reason but
prevented himself. "Look! I've brought twenty red balloons for you, 'cause red is your favourite
colour!!" There was no one around but him, speaking to Berta's soul. He tied the balloons to the
neighbouring tree, which shaded the grave. "I feel so bored
Every day...Without you, "a day" seems to be a million years!" He laughed cheerlessly. "On the
other hand, I remain anxious about Simon. He hardly pings me..."
Simon Murray is their only son, perhaps, their second son. They had a son, Mark, who died in a
car crash at an early age of twenty. Since then, they have been defensive toward Simon and have
pampered him through the years, whose aftermath was appalling. He turned out to be rotten at
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heart. As Simon grew up, he began earning fame and reverence through fashion designing and,
thus, earned much cash. Regrettably, he didn't care to look after his parents. Ergo, he bought a
mansion in California and, abandoning them, shifted there with his wife and daughter. (Berta was
crestfallen when she came to know about Simon's plan of deserting her and Jason.) Alternatively,
Jason was a retired professor with lesser cash in hand. However, Berta and he managed to live
without Simon. Jason's giving and considerate, with a heart as soft as a cotton ball. With
whatever money he had, he used it well. On one fine day, as Jason was back home after buying
some fruits and vegetables, he saw his wife lying cold on the floor. He rushed to a proximal
hospital. It was a day before Christmas eve and most of the doctors were on a week's
holiday, However, one of them turned up and took charge of the patient.
After half an hour, she was announced dead owing to a heart attack. Hearing such an atrocious
statement, his face turned pale. He sat on the floor but didn't weep. The doctor could not make
out what was going on in Jason's mind. So, he kept his hands on his shoulders and helped him get
up. " I'm sorry, sir.", said the doctor furtively. "Its time to bury her and inform your relatives
about her demise. Do you have any..." "Son. His name's Simon. But I guess he won't come." said
Jason with grief. "But you should at least let him know. After all, she is his mother!" said the
doctor profoundly. Jason called him. At the sixth time, he answered his call but retorted him for
disturbing him in a business meeting.
Jason was pained at his disrespectful demeanour; he had no one to share his feeling with.
Most of his relatives were dead, leaving his cousin brother who was not even in the city. That
day, he was alone in the graveyard, with the lifeless body of his soulmate and some keepers who
helped him bury her.
Several mirthful memories, that they had created in past 40 years of journey of being together,
flashed in his mind. He looked up at the sky and then at the grave. He touched upon the grave
and felt Berta's quintessence. He kept the bouquet at one end of the grave and went away. He
wanted to say many a thing to her, but his head was about to burst off due to a headache.
Moreover, the sweltering hot day made the old man feel perturbed. He was perspiring more than
ever; he felt sick and tried finding a seat nearby, but in vain. Sauntering a few meters ahead, his
body gave in and he sat on the ground, on his knees. Momentarily, his heart started aching badly,
an ache that would certainly end his state of saudade and reunite him with his old love...and it
did.
He fell on the ground, on his face, in mundane conclusiveness. His soul was happier than ever!

-
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TECHNICAL ARTICLES
Emerging Monolayer Nano-electronic Devices
- Prof (Dr) M K Pandit, ECE Dept
The current monopoly of silicon semiconductors is challenged by the emerging monolayer
nanoelectronic devices. Dating back to year 2000 when the monolayer material graphene was
awarded the Nobel prize, the development is continuing with more materials like transitionmetal dichalcogenides (TMDs) in the line. Monolayer implies that the material film is as thin as
one atom. Such ultra-low thickness opens the window to unique properties like unusually high
speed of the electrons permitting ultrafast switching, low threshold voltage allowing low-power
operation, exorbitantly high value of anomalous quantum Hall effect resulting in strong Faraday
rotation effect, to name a few.
Linear dispersion characteristics of graphene gives rise to Dirac cone which generates novel
effects like surface plasmon effects, single photon emission and so on. Optical excitation
generates electron-hole plasma which on relaxation emits terahertz waves. These waves are
especially useful in engineering applications likes communicating through fog and smoky
atmosphere. Single photons which are of central importance in quantum information processing,
can
be
released
by
proper
design
of
nanocavities
in
graphene.

(a)

(b)

Fig 1.(a) Molecular bond structure of graphene and (b) Monolayer of graphene used as light modulator.

Another remarkable fact is that the properties of the electron transport mechanism can be
influenced by the chemical potential which can be modulated by gate drive voltage or the shined
optical radiation. The electron transport is of ballistic type, meaning that it is almost free from
the scattering induced electrical resistance. This can be explained by taking relativistic
considerations into quantum mechanics.
Graphene has spectacular applications in the field of opto-electronics. High speed carrier
fermions allow ultra high-bandwidth optical modulators. High saturable absorption property
permits applications as mode-locked lasers. Graphene has an extremely high quantum efficiency
for light‐matter interactions and strong optical non‐linearity, contains unusual and refreshingly
different plasmons and can be modified by gating, doping.
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Magic Molecules in Rescue: Fullerenes in the cure of shaking palsy
- Prof. Suvroma Gupta (Department of Biotechnology)
Introduction
Neurodegenerative disorder is one of the dreaded diseases affecting the lives of millions, as paucity of
sound knowledge base and lack of technical details behind the onset prevails, the cause and cure still
remain unexplored. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is one such disorder of the Central Nervous system, affecting
the motor system mainly. Symptoms include movement problems like shaking, rigidity etc. that can lead
to the behavioral problems and dementia at later stage. Aging has been considered as an important risk
factor for PD. It can be defined as an innate biological process that leads to the general and progressive
functional deterioration of living systems over time and culminates in death. It is generally considered that
accumulation of structural and functional errors gradually trigger senescence. Chaperone dysfunction
inclusive of stress causes premature aging [1]. With ageing, oxidative stress aggravates mitochondrial
malfunction, generating reactive oxygen species (ROS). Reactive oxygen species affect mitochondrial
complex I activity in the dopaminergic neurons (whose primary neurotransmitter is dopamine) in
substantia nigra pars compacta [2]. Degeneration of the dopamine secreting cells in substantia nigra pars
compacta of the brain results in the lowering of the level of dopamine. This phenomena impairs the
normal movement manifesting the early symptoms of PD. Substantia-nigra in Latin means "black
substance", is named so for its darker appearance compared to its neighboring areas, due to its high
contents of neuromelanin in dopaminergic neurons [3]. Extensive studies have revealed that impaired
mitochondrial functionality and dynamics is the underlying cause of alteration in the neuronal
bioenergetics. Neurons being the most energy demanding entities are largely dependent on the
mitochondrial morphology and homeostasis for proper neuronal function [4]. In addition to the
impairment of mitochondrial function, reports have cited the role of proteins in particular, their
modifications (by oxidation, glycation, deamidation of asparaginyl and glutamyl residues) contributing to
the cellular senescence. Oxidative protein damage results in protein aggregation, fortified through the
changes in protein’s secondary and tertiary structures with the loss of catalytic activity. The unfolded
protein and its abnormal function lead to the loss of specific neuronal population resulting in the onset
and progression of PD [5]. The detail mechanistic pathway and the protein dysfunction involved in the
progression of the disease have been discussed in the following section.
Currently Used Medications in PD: Their Pros and Cons
Current treatment strategy of PD puts emphasis on reducing the symptoms of the disease. Drugs like
levodopa, duodopa etc., the dopamine agonists are administered to enhance the concentration of
dopamine in the brain to cure the symptoms like tremors. But oral administration of those drugs is not
entirely fruitful as they fail to reach the brain fully,instead they are metabolized in the liver and kidney. To
improve the treatment efficacy more and more amount of drug is ingested to the patients which results in
toxic effect in other organs especially liver [6]. The major hindrance to reach the brain is the blood brain
barrier that limits effective drug transfer. In brief, the barrier between the brain extra-cellular fluid and
the circulating blood is composed of endothelial cells adhered by tight junctions. It has an electrical
resistivity of 0.1Ωm [7] with selective permeability. Conventional drugs have limited capacity to cross this
barrier and hence treatment options are facing challenges.Moreover the drugs lose their potency after
certain period of time. Initially they render good services, reducing tremors but gradually they develop
various side effects like nausea, vomiting, jerky muscle movements and on-off symptoms. “On-off
symptoms” imply patients being able to move at times and being immobile at other times. Abnormal
psychological behaviour is additionally manifested by the patients [8]. Hence there is a need for
alternative treatment that would guarantee an efficient solution to the disease and healthy life style for
PD patients.
Oxidative stress in mitochondrial functionality and Neurodegeneration
Mitochondria are essential organelle with highly dynamic characteristics. Their dynamicity has been
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induced by participation of balanced fission and fusion processes together known as mitochondrial
dynamics. Imbalanced mitochondrial dynamics are manifested in a handful of neurodegenerative diseases,
cancer and diabetes [9-11]. In the neuronal network, mitochondria play a pivotal role because of their
higher metabolic activity and energy demand. Subtle change in the mitochondrial dynamicity impedes
synaptic plasticity causing mitochondrial fragmentation [12-14]. As discussed earlier, the exact cause
behind the onset and progression of neurodegenerative Parkinson’s disease remains elusive. Although, it
is established that collective oxidative stress causes impairment of mitochondrial function [15] which has
direct link with the onset and progression of PD.
Cellular respiration forms free radicals as normal bi-products. Our cells have inbuilt anti-oxidant systems
for e.g. enzymes namely superoxide dismutase and catalase which reduces the damage of the radicals. But
in diseased condition the formation of these radicals exceed the ability of the endogenous systems to
nullify them, termed as oxidative stress. Under this condition the balance between the formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the antioxidant level is disrupted resulting in cellular damage.
Mitochondria demands more oxygen compared to the other organelles and its dysfunction leads to low
amount of ATP production, manifests oxidative stress causing disturbance in the mitochondrial dynamics.
Neurons are more susceptible to damage by oxidative insult due to the several reasons like long life span
of the non-dividing neurons, presence of nitric oxide forming reactive peroxy-nitrite and higher
consumption of oxygen in the brain. Although oxygen is essential for these cells, hyperoxic state generates
neurotoxicity [16, 17]. ROS targets various substrates including DNA, RNA and protein and accomplishes
oxidation or lipid peroxidation. Unsaturated fatty acids like Docosahexanoic acid and Arachidonic acids are
present in the brain in major proportion and undergo oxidation to form toxic products like
malondialdehyde and 4-hydroxynonenal. In PD patients, this event occurs frequently in the substantia
nigra. Protein oxidation by ROS also affects the protein backbone [18]. Some deletion events in the
mitochondrial DNA of dopaminergic neurons in PD patients are believed to be an outcome of oxidative
stress [19]. In PD patients, complex I activity in the substantia nigra, platelets and lymphocytes is
hampered [20]. Studies have revealed that neurotoxins like 1-methyl-4-phenyl-pyridinium (MPP+) blocks
electron transport and results in the loss of ATP production. So it is administered in the cells to derive PD
models in animal cultures. Addressing oxidative stress related neuro-damage, role of radical scavengers
are being analyzed to find a novel treatment option for PD. They are tested on the above mentioned PD
models to estimate their effectiveness [21].
Ray of Hope: Bucky Balls in Fixing PD
In order to address the mitochondrial dynamics and functionality related to PD, nanotechnology with
fullerenes has been attempted. “Nano” compounds with a dimension of 10- (-9) m have the proficiency to
traverse across the blood brain barrier effectively [22, 23]. As a result, the drugs can be administered at
target regions of the brain with a positive result. Moreover some molecules at this nano-level are marked
with improved biological activities to effectively treat PD. Inadequate delivery of the drugs to the targets
might be addressed.
Impaired mitochondrial function along with increased superoxide dismutase activity has led to the nigral
cell death promoting the onset and progress of PD. Use of neurotoxins like 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium
(MPP+) mimics animal cell model of PD targeting dopaminergic cells [21, 24]. They lead to the loss of DA
neurons, impair Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) activity hence producing low levels of dopamine. Fullerene
molecules are made of carbon and come in different shapes like hollow sphere, ellipsoid or tube. The
speciality of fullerene lies in its symmetry. It has passed the test of 120 symmetrical operations, like
rotation around the axis and reflection in a plane of mapping the molecule onto itself. The C60 fullerene or
the “buckyball surface” contains 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. Moreover the rings are all fused with
conjugated double bonds. They act as electron deficit alkenes with high chemical activity. It is insoluble in
water and prone to aggregate. Yet its high chemical activity proves it to be useful in medical field. The
potential of novel free-radical scavenger, the carboxy-fullerenes (~1nm) in attenuating MPP+ mediated
toxicity has been evaluated in recent experiments [25].
Fullerenes comprise of lots of conjugated double bonds and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (i.e.
LUMO) which accounts for their free radical scavenging or antioxidant property. One C60 molecule can
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quench upto 34 methyl radicals, which is reported to be a catalytic process. These molecules can be
mobilized to mitochondria, the site where free radicals formation takes place during PD [26].
Derivatives of fullerenes like polyhydroxylated fullerenes (fullerenol) and C60tris (malonic acid) are soluble
in water. They easily overcome the cell membrane barrier to be localized in the mitochondria and offers
protection forthe cells from the apoptotic injuries. These water soluble fullerenes are new additions that
have attracted attention of the researchers in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases [27].
Abundance of unsaturated fatty acids in the brain makes the brain vulnerable towards the oxidative
threatcaused by the free radicals like superoxide (O2•-), H2O2 and hydroxyl (•OH) radicals. Fullerenes
scavenge peroxyl radicals thereby eliminating lipid peroxidation chain reaction [25]. Moreover, increase in
the free radical content has implicated for glutamate release and glutamate mediated excitotoxicity.
Fullerenes, being effective antioxidants can hinder this event and acts in support of defense against
apoptotic cell death due to oxidative stress. Dugan et al, showed that C60tris (malonic acid) protects
cortical neurons from the damage and provides neuro-protection in various neurological diseases like PD
[25]. 6-OHDA and MPP+ are used as conventional neurotoxinfor the generation of free radicals in
dopaminergic cells. Certain calculated amount of C3 derivative of carboxy-fullerene (less than 100µm)
efficiently inhibits the toxicity induced by these drugs in the dopaminergic neurons to a large extent.
Research has cited it’s anti-oxidant, antiviral activity and approves its use in drug delivery.
In spite of its uniqueness, C60 derivatives are questionable for certain limitations. Owing to their
insolubility in water they form aggregates quite often. Methods have been improvised to overcome the
situation.To enhance the hydrophilicity of fullerene, chemical functionalization with amphiphilic polymers,
amino acid, poly hydroxyl group etc. can be attempted. The combination of lipid membranes in fullerenes
has reduced the water repulsion. Encapsulation techniques with cyclodextrins, Polyvinylpyrrolidone etc.
are also good alternatives.
Conclusion: In light of rapid progression of wide spectrum of PD patient populations, it is high time to
explore all the available as well as newly emerging techniques to design a better treatment strategy. In
this regard, scavenging action of fullerenes might cast a magic spell to alleviate this deadly threat.
However, every treatment options have their own evil and good sides. Before widespread application it is
must to validate and justify the administration of “Buckyballs” in PD patients. According to Michael J Fox,
“There are lots of ways we’re approaching the disease. We think we can find the button that can lead to
a cure.”Let us expect positive for the PD patients and keep on putting our endeavor in continuous
research.

A schematic model to reveal the role of ROS to induce PD and fullerenes in rescue
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Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
- Prof. (Dr.) Partha Pratim Das (School of Applied Science & Humanities)
Introduction
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) is a large-scale physics experiment and
observatory to detect gravitational waves. LIGO is a joint project between scientists at MIT, Caltech, and
many other colleges and universities. Scientists involved in the project and the analysis of the data
for gravitational-wave astronomy are organized by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration which includes more
than 900 scientists worldwide. LIGO is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF), with important
contributions from the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council, the Max Planck Society of Germany,
and the Australian Research Council. LIGO is the largest and most ambitious project ever funded by the
NSF.
History
The LIGO concept built upon early work by many scientists to test a component of Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity, the existence of gravitational waves. Starting in the 1960s, American scientists including Joseph
Weber, as well as Soviet scientists Getsenshtein and Pustovoit, conceived of basic ideas and prototypes of
laser interferometry, and in 1967 Rainer Weiss of MIT published an analysis of interferometer use and
initiated the construction of a prototype with military funding, but it was terminated before it could
become operational. Starting in 1968, Kip Thorne initiated theoretical efforts on gravitational waves and
their sources at Caltech, and was convinced that gravitational wave detection would eventually succeed.
In 1980, the NSF funded the study of a large interferometer led by MIT (Paul Linsay, Peter Saulson, Rainer
Weiss), and the following year, Caltech constructed a 40-meter prototype (Ronald Drever and Stan
Whitcomb). The MIT study established the feasibility of interferometers at a 1-kilometer scale with
adequate sensitivity.
On February 11, 2016, the LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration published a paper about
the detection of gravitational waves, from a signal detected at 09.51 UTC on 14 September 2015 of two
~30 solar mass black holes merging about 1.3 billion light-years from Earth.
Current executive director David Reitze (University of Florida) announced the findings at a media event in
Washington D.C. while executive director emeritus Barry Barish (Caltech) presented the first scientific
paper of the findings at CERN to the physics community.
Mission
LIGO's mission is to directly observe gravitational waves of cosmic origin. These waves were first predicted
by Einstein's general theory of relativityin 1916, when the technology necessary for their detection did not
yet exist. Their existence was indirectly confirmed when observations of the binary pulsar PSR 1913+16 in
1974 showed an orbital decay which matched Einstein's predictions of energy loss by gravitational
radiation. The Nobel Prize in Physics 1993 was awarded to Hulse and Taylor for this discovery.
Direct detection of gravitational waves has long been sought. Their discovery would launch a new branch
of astronomy to complement electromagnetic telescopes and neutrino observatories. Joseph
Weber pioneered the effort to detect gravitational waves in the 1960s through his work on resonant mass
bar detectors. Bar detectors continue to be used at six sites worldwide. By the 1970s, scientists
including Rainer Weiss realized the applicability of laser interferometry to gravitational wave
measurements. Robert Forward operated an interferometric detector at Hughes in the early 1970s.
In August 2002, LIGO began its search for cosmic gravitational waves. Measurable emissions of
gravitational waves are expected from binary systems (collisions and coalescences of neutron
stars or black holes), supernova explosions of massive stars (which form neutron stars and black holes),
accreting neutron stars, rotations of neutron stars with deformed crusts, and the remnants of
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gravitational radiation created by the birth of the universe. The observatory may, in theory, also observe
more exotic hypothetical phenomena, such as gravitational waves caused by oscillating cosmic strings or
colliding domain walls.
Since the early 1990s, physicists have thought that technology has evolved to the point where detection of
gravitational waves—of significant astrophysical interest—is now possible.
Observatories
LIGO operates two gravitational wave observatories in unison: the LIGO Livingston Observatory
(30°33′46.42″N 90°46′27.27″W) in Livingston, Louisiana, and the LIGO Hanford Observatory, on the DOE
Hanford Site (46°27′18.52″N 119°24′27.56″W), located near Richland, Washington. These sites are
separated by 3,002 kilometres (1,865 miles). Since gravitational waves are expected to travel at the speed
of light, this distance corresponds to a difference in gravitational wave arrival times of up to ten
milliseconds.
Each observatory supports an L-shaped ultra high vacuum system, measuring 4 kilometres (2.5 miles) on
each side. Up to five interferometers can be set up in each vacuum system.
The LIGO Hanford Observatory houses one interferometer, almost identical to the one at the Livingston
Observatory. During the Initial and Enhanced LIGO phases, a half-length interferometer operated in
parallel with the main interferometer. For this 2 km interferometer, the Fabry–Pérot arm cavities had the
same optical finesse, and thus half the storage time, as the 4 km interferometers. With half the storage
time, the theoretical strain sensitivity was as good as the full length interferometers above 200 Hz but only
half as good at low frequencies. During the same era, Hanford retained its original passive seismic isolation
system due to limited geologic activity in South-eastern Washington.
Operation
The primary interferometer at each site consists of mirrors suspended at each of the extremities of the L;
it is known as a power-recycled Michelson interferometer with Gires–Tournois etalon arms. A prestabilized laser emits a beam of up to 200 watts that passes through an optical mode cleaner before
reaching a beam splitter at the vertex of the L. There the beam splits into two paths, one for each arm of
the L; each arm contains Fabry–Pérot cavities that store the beams and increase the effective path length.
When a gravitational wave passes through the interferometer, the space-time in the local area is altered.
Depending on the source of the wave and its polarization, this results in an effective change in length of
one or both of the cavities. The effective length change between the beams will cause the light currently
in the cavity to become very slightly out of phase (anti-phase) with the incoming light. The cavity will
therefore periodically get very slightly out of coherence and the beams, which are tuned to destructively
interfere at the detector, will have a very slight periodically varying detuning. This results in a measurable
signal.
After an equivalent of approximately 280 trips down the 4 km length to the far mirrors and back again, the
two separate beams leave the arms and recombine at the beam splitter. The beams returning from two
arms are kept out of phase so that when the arms are both in coherence and interference (as when there
is no gravitational wave passing through), their light waves subtract, and no light should arrive at
the photodiode. When a gravitational wave passes through the interferometer, the distances along the
arms of the interferometer are shortened and lengthened, causing the beams to become slightly less out
of anti-phase. These results in the beams coming in phase, creating a resonance, hence, some light arrives
at the photodiode, indicating a signal. Light that does not contain a signal is returned to the
interferometer using a power recycling mirror, thus increasing the power of the light in the arms. In actual
operation, noise sources can cause movement in the optics which produces similar effects to real
gravitational wave signals; a great deal of the art and complexity in the instrument is in finding ways to
reduce these spurious motions of the mirrors. Observers compare signals from both sites to reduce the
effects of noise.
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An interesting fact is that the mechanism for the operation of lasers - stimulated emission - was also
predicted by Einstein in 1917 and then realized by experiments after more than four decades.
Observations
After several observations, on 11 February 2016, the LIGO and Virgo collaborations announced the first
observation of a gravitational wave. The signal was named GW150914. The waveform showed up on 14
September 2015, within just two days of when the Advanced LIGO detectors started collecting data after
their upgrade. It matched the predictions of general relativityfor the inward spiral and merger of
a pair of black holes and subsequent 'ringdown' of the resulting single black hole. The observations
demonstrated the existence of binary stellar-mass black hole systems and the first observation of a binary
black hole merger.
Enhanced LIGO
After the completion of Science Run 5, initial LIGO was upgraded with certain technologies that resulted in
an improved-performance configuration dubbed Enhanced LIGO. Some of the improvements in Enhanced
LIGO included: Increased laser power/Homodyne detection/Output mode cleaner/In-vacuum readout
hardware.
Science Run 6 (S6) began in July 2009 with the enhanced configurations on the 4 km detectors. It
concluded in October 2010, and the disassembling of the original detectors began. By mid-September
2015, LIGO Scientific Collaboration included more than 900 scientists worldwide.
Advanced LIGO
The LIGO Laboratory, funded by the National Science Foundation with contributions from the GEO
600 Collaboration and ANU and Adelaide Universities in Australia, and with participation by the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration, has installed the new Advanced LIGO detectors in the LIGO Observatory
infrastructures. This new detector is designed to improve the sensitivity of initial LIGO by more than a
factor of 10 once fully commissioned.
The LIGO Laboratory started the first observing run 'O1' with the Advanced LIGO detectors in September
2015 at a sensitivity roughly 4 times greater than Initial LIGO for some classes of sources (e.g., neutronstar binaries), and a much greater sensitivity for larger systems with their peak radiation at lower audio
frequencies.
Further observing runs will be interleaved with commissioning efforts to further improve the sensitivity. It
is aimed to achieve design sensitivity in 2021.
Future: LIGO-India
LIGO-India, or INDIGO, is a planned collaborative project between the LIGO Laboratory and the Indian
Initiative in Gravitational-wave Observations (IndIGO) to create a world-class gravitational-wave detector
in India. The LIGO Laboratory, in collaboration with the US National Science Foundation and Advanced
LIGO partners from the U.K., Germany and Australia, has offered to provide all of the designs and
hardware for one of the three planned Advanced LIGO detectors to be installed, commissioned, and
operated by an Indian team of scientists in a facility to be built in India.
A location in India was discussed at a Joint Commission meeting between India and the US in June 2012. In
parallel, the proposal was evaluated by LIGO's funding agency, the NSF. As the basis of the LIGO-India
project entails the transfer of one of LIGO's detectors to India, the plan would affect work and scheduling
on the Advanced LIGO upgrades already underway. In August 2012, the U.S. National Science Board
approved the LIGO Laboratory's request to modify the scope of Advanced LIGO by not installing the
Hanford "H2" interferometer, and to prepare it instead for storage in anticipation of sending it to LIGOIndia. In India, the project was presented to the Department of Atomic Energy and the Department of
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Science and Technology for approval and funding. On 17 February 2016, less than a week after LIGO's
landmark announcement about the detection of gravitational waves.
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The Lost World
- Avisankar Roy (Assistant Professor, ECE Dept.)
“What hath God wrought!”, the historical message, sent on May 24, 1844 from Washington D.C. to
Baltimore through one of the most revolutionary invention, ‘The Telegraph’.
The early days: In the last decades of the 18th century, some ancient civilization such as China,
Egypt and Greece, used drumbeats or smoke signals to exchange information between far flung
points. Another technology called ‘Semaphore’ was also used for long distance communication
which consisted of a series of hilltop stations that had large movable arms to signal letters and
numbers and two telescopes with which to see the other stations, each. But all of these
technologies were limited by the weather and the need for an uninterrupted line of sight between
receptor points.
When the technology Was born: In the early 19th century, two developments in the field of
electricity opened the door to the production of the electric telegraph. First, in 1800, the Italian
physicist Alessandro Volta (1745-1827) invented the battery, which reliably stored an electric
current and allowed the current to be used in a controlled environment. Second, in 1820, the
Danish physicist Hans Christian Oersted (1777-1851) demonstrated the connection between
electricity and magnetism by deflecting a magnetic needle with an electric current. In the 1830s,
two British scientists Sir William Cooke (1806-79) and Sir Charles Wheatstone (1802-75) developed a
telegraph system with five magnetic needles that could be pointed around a panel of letters and
numbers by using an electric current. Their system was soon being used for railroad signalling in
Britain. During this time period, the Massachusetts-born, Yale-educated Samuel Morse (1791-1872),
worked to develop an electric telegraph of his own. In collaboration with Leonard Gale (1800-83)
and Alfred Vail (1807-59), Morse eventually produced a single circuit telegraph that worked by
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pushing the operator key down to complete the electric circuit of the battery. This action sent the
electric signal across a wire to a receiver at the other end. All the system needed was a key, a
battery, wire and a line of poles between stations for the sender and a receiver. The telegraph
system subsequently spread across America and the world, aided by further innovations. Among
these improvements was the invention of good insulation for telegraph wires. The man behind this
innovation was Ezra Cornell (1807-74). Another improvement, by the famous inventor Thomas Alva
Edison (1847-1931) in 1874, was the Quadruplex system, which allowed for four messages to be
transmitted simultaneously using the same wire. By 1861, Western Union Telegraph Company,
founded in part by Cornell, had laid the first transcontinental telegraph line, making it the first
nationwide telegraph company. Telegraph systems spread across the world, as well. Extensive systems
appeared across Europe by the later part of the 19th century, and by 1866 the first permanent
telegraph cable had been successfully laid across the Atlantic Ocean; there were 40 such telegraph
lines across the Atlantic by 1940. All modern signalling techniques from cell phones to railways,
that we use today are based on these same fundamental principles which unfortunately, finds no
place in the present day commercial market of the modern world and is getting obsolete.

Making of a simple autopilot controller for an aircraft
Shivam Kumar (ICE, 3rd year)
If you are not in the aviation industry, chances are, you have never been in the cockpit of an
aircraft, flying above your hometown while waving to your jealous neighbours. Just kidding, they
will love to see you fly. Since you don’t have a giant spaceship ready to drop a bomb on the
Martians, you went to the hobby store and bought a toy size radio controlled (RC) aircraft to fulfil
your childhood dreams of being a pilot. Whether or not your story is similar, if you are still reading
this, then mate, it’s time to know how any aeroplane flies.
Dynamics of flying:

From the picture it should be clear that if all the forces mentioned above are balanced then our
tiny little plane will stay in the air, undisturbed. But, only staying up is not enough, we want some
action!
To perform all those manoeuvres, an airplane has to control only 3 motions (yes, it’s that simple).
 Pitch (x-axis movement)
 Roll (y-axis movement)
 Yaw (z-axis movement)
For flying properly, our plane should have a control over these three parameters. This is achieved
by the following movable parts of the plane (see the picture below).
 Elevator - controls the pitch angle of the plane. Responsible for climb and descent.
 Ailerons - controls the direction in which the plane rolls.
 Rudder - controls in which direction the nose of plane is facing.
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Now that we have all the knowledge about flying (not all, but probably some). And then, you
think of making an autopilot system which controls all of these movements and flies on its own.
The Flight Controller:
To make our autopilot controller, the first ingredient we need is all the equations which explain
the movements (a result of force) of our aircraft. For this purpose, we must have an idea about all
the system variables and the relation between them. All those relations are based on Newton’s
equations of motion. From here on, we could either go on for full explanation of the
mathematical model (which will be one complete book) or just assume that we have some sort of
model ready in our hands. I’ll choose the second option.
For simplicity and lesser math jargon, we will skip the mathematical modelling part. The
movement of aeroplane in air is not simple and it includes a lot of variables. Our somewhat
simpler model, has some simplifying assumptions. Control of the aircraft is accomplished by
adjusting values of engine thrust, aerodynamic lift, and bank angle. This model is based on an
aircraft which uses ailerons, elevators, and engines alone, to control heading, altitude and speed.
Aircraft yaw in all flight manoeuvres is assumed to be constant and zero. Also ignored are the
complexities introduced by considering the effect aircraft shape and motion have on the external
forces which operate on the aircraft. In this model, the aircraft is capable of both translational and
rotational motion.
Enough of this long boring fairy tale. Let’s quickly jump to making our flight controller. Shall we?
To be able to control the craft, we should have an idea about what we are going to control. We
want, in this case, to control the speed of the plane (V), its heading (ψ) and the flight path angle
(γ) (angle between plane and horizon). So, consider these three variables a set, and call it our first
variable set. Now, our first set of variables are dependent upon few more variables, namely
thrust (T), bank angle (φ) and lift of the plane (L) which controls V, ψ and γ respectively. For our
convenience, let’s call these three set of variables second variable set.
Remember, we talked about all those movable parts of the plane? Yes, those moving parts are
capable of changing the system variables (our second variable set). Now, let’s see how which part
will control what.
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Thrust is dependent upon the speed of rotation of our propellers (often called blades). Faster the
propellers rotate, more is the thrust. Then we have the bank angle (φ) which is controlled by our
ailerons. More movement of ailerons results in a greater bank angle. Bank angle basically decides
how much our aeroplane should tilt in order to change directions. Lastly, we want to change the
altitude at which we are flying which depends upon how much lift we are getting. To change the
altitude we are dependent upon the movement of elevators and the speed of propellers. Enough
of this terminology! Since we can now control all of our system variables, we can finally make the
block diagram of our control process. Sounds cool, doesn’t it?
Now is the fun part. We will draw the block diagram for our controller (see the picture below).
From the block diagram our approach should be clear. Reference inputs are our desired values of
system variables. Commanded inputs are the error signals, they are need to be fixed.
Compensations are the operations which are needed to perform in order to fix those control error
signals. After this, the new calculated values of V, ψ and γ (using equations of motion) are our
corrected values of system variables.
After all of this, the state of the aircraft including position, velocity, acceleration, orientation and
angular rates are recorded using sensors and the values are fed back to the controller. This
process is iterative which makes the whole control process autonomous.

Let’s sum up what have we learned. Airplanes from toy size to commercial, all are based on the
same principle. To get a stable flight you have to take into account all the forces acting on the
plane as well as their relations. We do all kinds of manoeuvres using thrust, elevator, ailerons and
rudder. In order to make an aeroplane which can fly autonomously, we have to measure all the
system variables which are then used by our controller of choice to adjust the control parameters
and hence we get a stable flight out of the aeroplane. Now, sit back relax and enjoy your plane
which flies without a pilot.
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AMD launches its new ATHLON series!
- SHIBNATH MAJI (CSE, 2nd year)
On 6th of September, 2018, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) launched a new processor lineup, the
ATHLONseries with the AMD ATHLON 200GE processor. These Athlon series processors are aimed
at people who want to buy budget PCs, for mainly web-surfing, light gaming, schoolwork, office
productivity and photo editing. These processors will directly rival the Celeron and Pentium gold
product lines of Intel, which are priced at approximately $55 (INR 4200 approx). Until now, only
these processors of the ATHLON series have been been announced:
•
•
•
•

AMD ATHLON 200GE
AMD ATHLON PRO 200GE
AMD ATHLON 220GE and
AMD ATHLON 240GE

Among these processors, details of only 220GE are disclosed by AMD.
Details about theAMD Athlon 200GE:
The ATHLON series is a low cost product line of AMD which sits beneath the Ryzen 3 series and
aimed at people who want a PC only for simple day to day tasks, like web surfing, online gaming
and playing videos. This time, AMD incorporated some changes to its previous ATHLON series.
The original ATHLON series now called ATHLON Classic series, was the first seventh generation
x86-compatiable processor which achieved the speed of one gigahertz (GHz).

The current ATHLON series is based on the ZEN architecture. Powered by 2 cores with
simultaneous multithreading, 4 threads, 3 Radeon Vega compute units of integrated graphics
(which was a major change, considering the ATHLON Classic series which always had its
integrated graphics disabled) and having a TDP of 35W, this is definitely one of the best choices in
hand where entry level processors are being considered, especially when it’s price is considered,
which is just $55.
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The base frequency of this processor is 3.2 GHz and has a cache memory of 5MB. The compatible
socket for this series is AM4 which is not going to change at least up to the year 2019 or 2020.
Only drawback about this processor is that, it is a locked processor.
All these features combined, with a MSRP of just $55, AMD brought up this new and much
improved rival to Intel Pentium G4560 (released back in 2017 based on Kabylake architecture),
which is one of the most popular choices when low budget PC building was considered. This
processor outperforms the 54W Intel G4560 by 67% in some specific graphics tests and is almost
3% behind in some CPU bound scenarios.
AMD accepted the fact that it’s using the “ATHLON” brand because of the success of the original
Athlon series. About 20 years ago, when AMD launched the original Athlon and Athlon XP series,
it received huge amount of success, essentially giving AMD a major lead against its rival, Intel for
the first time. With the release of this series, AMD is going to discontinue the production of some
of its legacy A-series APUs.

CIRCUIT DESIGNING

- Rohan Babber (EIE, 3rd Year)
The procedure of circuit designing involves a number of systems which ranges from individual
circuit elements such as resistors, capacitors, diodes and transistors within an integrated circuit
connected by a wire, all the way down to complex electronic systems such as a national power
grid. Generally, circuits which are not very complex can be designed (This process is known as,
prototyping) by one person on a breadboard all by himself, but as the complexity of the circuit
increases, a systematic approach with intelligently guided computer simulation techniques are
adopted.
The term “circuit design” refers to the act of prototyping process which outputs the schematics of
the integrated circuit. These electronic circuits are used in computations, data transfer, signal
amplifications and other useful applications. Circuit designing involves a number of steps
depending upon the preferred output which is to be produced. At first, a schematic diagram of
the circuit is realized on a paper which is supposed to meet the desired requirements. The
necessary computations of the component values to meet the operating specifications under
specified conditions should be made. The correctness and exactness of the designed circuit is
verified using a circuit simulator.
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The designing process links the specifications of the circuit to a certain plan which consists all the
insights required to be practically resolved in the end. The linking procedure goes through a
series of processes, which can also be done in a single step for a simple circuit. A block diagram is
made depending upon the specification of the circuit. At this stage, the components of each block
are not taken into consideration. Only, the function which every block will perform is considered.
This design is sometimes referred to as, “black box” design. The advantage of undergoing through
this process is that, a possibly very intricate task can be broken into smaller sections which
thereby can be easily handled by the individuals of a design team.
Finally, the individual circuit elements are allotted to different blocks based on the functions
which they are supposed to perform in the overall design. At this stage, all the circuit parameters,
layouts and electrical connections of the electronic components are decided. This layout takes
the form of artwork for the production of a printed circuit board (commonly known as, PCB) or
Integrated circuit (ICs).
Earlier, before the origination of Integrated Circuits (commonly known as, ICs), all the electronic
components such as resistors, capacitors, transistors were discrete in nature.As circuit designing
is the process of exercising the practical form which an electronic circuit will eventually take, the
actual outcome of circuit designing is basically an instruction manual on how to construct a
functional electronic circuit which can be made available in the form of outline or blueprint
marking out the various parameters such as size, shape, components and its values for the
manufacturing of PCBs and ICs.

Can Money Be Imaginary?
- NIKHIL KUMAR (IT, 3RD YEAR)

When we buy or sell things, the payment is usually processed by a bank or a credit card company
in which the companies often take a cut of the transaction. We have to trust these companies to
protect our sensitive data from hackers.
To solve these issues we can use a special currency that is secured and based on the methods of
cryptography, which is a way of protecting information using mathematics. This special type of
currency is Cryptocurrency, which only exists in computer networks. Bitcoin is the most valuable
cryptocurrency and was also the first of its kind, launched by the still anonymous “Satoshi
Nakamoto” in 2009.Bitcoin software enables a network of computers to maintain a collective
book keeping through the internet. This book is neither closed nor in control of one party, rather
it is public and available in one digital ledger which is fully distributed and immutable across the
network in block chain. Cryptocurrency protocol cannot not be modified as it uses principles of
Cryptography. When you send someone a special currency, the money goes directly to them.
Trusted third parties are not needed in this system at all. It is totally decentralized. And at the
same time the transaction is broadcasted throughout the entire network and saved in a
permanent way, which means its impossible to cheat the system. The costs of making payments
are lower. Transactions are faster especially across countries. And even those people around the
world who don’t have bank accounts can buy or sell goods and participate in the global economy.
But, this system is not free from risks. Some countries have accepted this mechanism but it is still
banned in many of the others. No institution is in charge of this system. The transactions in most
cryptocurrencies are anonymous. Some cryptocurrencies can even be untraceable. This can make
it easier for the cheaters to make payments without being noticed. If you lose your password, you
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could lose all your money. At the same time, cryptocurrencies are highly volatile. They can’t
process large amounts of transactions quickly yet, and they are not even widely accepted. But if
we can counter the risks, then this new technology or a modified version of it can completely
change the scenario of trade, ownership and trust worldwide. And who knows, this could be the
next milestone in the evolution of money, and the internet.

ARTIFICIAL EMBRYO

- Shinjini Brahma (2nd Year, BT)
With the advancement of technology, mankind is witnessing a chain of biological revolutions and
breakthroughs. One of the latest among them is the artificial embryo.
An international team of scientists led by a professor of Cambridge named Magdalena Zernike Goetz has
successfully achieved the milestone of creating the world’s first embryo using all the three types of stem
cells. In An article published recently in the New York journal Nature Cell Biology, professor Goetz and his
team has put forth the idea of how close they are to creating a real human embryo. They have stated that
although this embryo has been made from mice cells, it has shown gastrulation in culture dish.
Gastrulation is the most important step in the embryo formation. This step marks the conversion of single
layered blastula to the multi layered gastrula. The initial stage of human pregnancy and the development
of the embryo to a foetus is a complex process. A notable number of pregnancy fail at a very early stage
and the exact cause behind it has not been explored much. The biologists couldn’t scientifically access the
key steps of embryogenesis primarily because it occurs in the “black box” of human uterus. The
emergence of the artificial human embryo will provide an opportunity to study the primary stages of
division of embryo and hence deduce human development right from the embryo stage. Elaborate studies
on gastrulation might provide a key to the human fertility problems and further research will surely
provide a solution to it as well. Though the research is still in an early stage it can be fairly said once
completed, this will be yet another gift of science to mankind.

IOT: MAKING INTERNET A BOON
- Akash Dhanuka (IT, 3rd Year)
IOT refers to the newly developed method of shifting of prototype that’s going on in computer
networking and technology.
The internet is made up of three major features- the people ,the client devices they use and the servers.
But a whole new category of features is being added to the internet, that is simply being referred to as
THINGS.So what really a thing is, it is any object that has a sensor attached to it so that they can transmit
the data from that sensor further up into the internet , into the cloud where it can be analyzed and used
to make decisions.Example of such things consists of temperature sensors,traffic sensors,energy usage
monitors and so on.These things send data further up the chain and, either a person or a piece of
computer software makes a decision based on that data.
A typical IOT device will have a processor that runs at just 100Mhz , a memory size of 4K or 96K with a
maximum of 256K of memory. It consists of a tiny bit of storage, maybe 32K ,64K or a flash storage. It
means IOT devices require a special type of OS. Therefore, we have to use a special type of OS which
consumes low power ,an OS that is designed just to conserve power while performing it’s functions.
Typically these OS are event driven despite of using polling, which always checks as to what’s going on and
the kind of category that the mbed OS fit into.
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It sounds interesting but what does the Internet of Things actually mean? It is an evolution of mobile,
home and embedded applications that are being connected to the internet, integrating greater
computational capabilities and using data analytics to extract meaningful information .Billions of devices
will be connected to the internet and soon hundreds of billions of device. As related devices connect with
each other, they can become an intelligent system of systems and when these intelligent devices and
systems of system share the data, the cloud analyze it, so that they can transform our businesses, our lives
and our world in countless different ways, whether it’s improving medical outcomes ,creating better
products faster with lower development costs, making shopping more enjoyable or optimizing energy
generation and consumption .Here’s an example of the big picture .Imagine an intelligent device such as a
smart traffic camera .The camera can monitor the road for congestion ,accidents and weather conditions
and communicate that status to a gateway that combines it with data from other cameras creating an
intelligent citywide traffic system .Now imagine that intelligent traffic system connected to other citywide
transportation systems which get data from their own intelligent devices creating an ever-larger intelligent
system of systems.The really big possibilities come from analyzing the end-to-end data across that system
of systems.for example let’s say the intelligent traffic system detects massive congestion due to an
accident. That insight can be sent to the citywide transportation system which can analyze the impacts of
the accidents on other city systems. You can also analyze and derive optimal routes around the accident
and send those instructions to the city’s digital signal system to guide drivers around the accident. And its
just one example of the potential benefits that can happen when intelligent devices share insight with
other systems forming an ever-expanding system of systems .

OOHO BLOBS

- Barnali Saha (4th Year, FT)

Considering the fact that a lot of Environmental issues have creeped up regarding the usage of plastic
bottles which cause a lot of Health and Environmental hazards. A lot of researches are being done to
replace the plastic bottles with some other alternatives. Scientists have successfully developed such
materials which are Biodegradable as well as Eco Friendly. However, the limitation of the usage of these
materials is that they incur huge expenses in the manufacturing of Bottled drinks and water.
Thanks to Sir Rodrigo García González, Pierre Paslier and Guillaume Couch, co-founders of London-based
start-up Skipping Rocks Lab, who have bought a revolutionary change in the concept of packaging. The
combined effort of all the members of this Start-up firm paved way to an interesting solution to the plastic
bottle dilemma: water encased inside an edible container -OOHO.It seems that Nature has the solution for
every crisis. The concept used in the development of OOHO is that if an individual living cell has the
capability of holding so much of fluid into it then why not the water bottles be converted to something
similar to a magnified cell.
The Ooho Blob consists of water or any soft drink which is surrounded by a jelly like membrane made of
brown algae and Calcium Chloride. This gives the blob an appearance of a gel like container. This type of
structure can hold humongous amount of water inside it and yet occupy the minimal space. The entire
squishy structure is absolutely edible. If one wishes to just have the content of the blob then he might just
peel of the outer membrane or one might just gulp in the entire water blob. The best part of Ooho Blobs is
that it is very handy and can be carried in pockets and there is no leakage. It is biodegradable and very
cost effective. It can hold any type of fluid inside it-from water to liquid medicines.
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Today the Start-up that had started with a vision takes immense pride in their spectacular innovation.
Skipping Rocks Lab is one such initiative who have made a remarkable innovation in the history of
Sustainable Development.

Palisade Addendum Roadways system (PARS)
-Rishu Kumar Jha (Civil Engineering Dept., 3rd Year)
Palisade Addendum Roadways system (PARS) is a newly introduced concept with the motto of eradicating
the prevailing problems in roadways in higher altitude regions, basically consisting of Hilly regions and the
Himalayan ranges, As the roadways in the hilly regions are very narrow and consist of higher degree of
accidental situations. Because of being narrow, the vehicles face a huge problem in passing through that
region in which many lives are at stake.
Being in higher altitude, the roadways undergo really less maintenance and usually remain neglected even
after being exploited by natural phenomenon (such as Heavy rain, Sliding of rocks).Also due to lack of road
side barriers vehicles often fall down the cliffs, causing loss of life and property which could have been
rectified by the use of side barriers, which is usually not possible due to lack of space on road.
PARS deals with the entire prevailing problem as mentioned earlier. Basically PARS aims at enhancements
in Roadways of higher altitude regions in the following ways:
1. It mainly focuses on the increment/Extension of width of the roads which was not
Possible earlier, as further drilling could result into collapsing of above part of the hills as well.
Due to this, now, we have an improved road system with extra width, allowing up to two lanes with
barriers, which will ultimately result into better road system with minimal chances of accidents.
2.It also consist of Rolling type road side barrier, which being a road side barrier also reduces the chances
of accidents to maximum extent and ultimately stops vehicle from falling down the cliff by converting the
impact energy to rolling energy.
3. At last it also consists of newly introduced concrete road made up of self-healing cement which heals
automatically without human effort and thus, requires less maintenance.
Due to this, we have a road with self-healing capability which repairs itself if any crack appears due to
human interference or due to any natural cause.
PARS mainly consist of use of 3 basic components or better say 3 basic concepts.
1. Carbon Fibre
2. Rolling type Road side barriers
3. Self-healing Cement
Due to introduction of PARS one can expect least congestion on roads and least possibility of accidents.
PARS can rather be considered as a boon in the field of tourism in the Himalayan ranges through better
transportation system, by providing considerable space for movement of vehicles, Thus creating least
possibility for stampede. But due to the use of Carbon fibre bars and sheets, the construction cost
increases.
Taking into consideration the prevailing cost of carbon fibre to be $5/lb and cost of stainless steel to be
$0.40/lb the cost per Kilometre will be.
1) 22, 00,000 (Approx.) INR for Carbon fibre system proposed dimension of bar to be 4m X 0.20m X 0.10m
and the dimension of sheet to be 1.5m X 1m X 0.05m.
2) 16, 00,000 (Approx. ) INR for Stainless Steel system proposed the same above mentioned dimension.
There is still more scope to come into play after analysis of the road condition and terrains of the region in
consideration.
This Idea is still under progress and advancement, This Idea was introduced by 3rd year students of Civil
Engineering Department namely Rishu Kumar Jha , Vipul , Ritu Raj Robin , Ujjwal Kumar , Shubham Kumar .
This Idea got its first breakthrough by drawing 1st Position in National Conference on Advancement in Civil
Engineering Practice and Research.
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Plastics- ‘a bane from boon’
- Shreyadhrita Panda (2nd Year, CHE)
“Of all the waste we generate, plastic bags are perhaps the greatest symbol of our throwaway
society. They are used, and then forgotten, and they leave a terrible legacy.”
-Zac Goldsmith.
Plastics came into existence when it was patented by Alexander Parkes, in Birmingham, England
in 1856. It was unveiled at the 1862 Great International Exhibition in London. Parkesine won a
bronze medal at the 1862 World's fair in London. Parkesine was made from cellulose treated
with nitric acid as a solvent. The output of the process could be dissolved in alcohol and hardened
into a transparent and elastic material that could be molded when heated. After that plastics
became an inevitable part of our lives.
In the recent years it is seen that plastics are turning into a threat. Durability, one of the assets of
plastic is now a curse. A day may come when the whole world will be covered with plastic and we
would be living over it. The disposal and decomposition of plastic has become a great issue,
presently. Currently the disposal methods used are land filling, thermal recycling, mechanical
recycling, biological recycling and chemical recycling. Of all these processes the chemical recycling
is gaining much interest recently.
A major portion of plastics is being subjected to landfill. But this technique is being discouraged
these days due to environmental issues. Reprocessing of used plastics to form similar products is
known as mechanical recycling. This technique is disadvantageous since it is not a cost effective
technique and the products obtained are of low performance level. Biological recycling is another
process in which biodegradable polymers are converted back to the biomass in a realistic time
period. This method has a number of difficulties. Firstly proper environmental conditions are
required. Secondly greenhouse gases such as methane are released. Incineration of plastic waste
is an alternate method in which energy is recovered from waste polymers. However this method
produces greenhouse gases and toxic pollutants giving it a big disadvantage. Cracking process
breaks down the long polymeric chains into useful smaller molecular weight compounds.
Recently cracking process has gained a huge importance. Thermal cracking or pyrolysis involves
the degradation or cracking of the polymeric materials by heating them to a very high
temperature. The heating should be carried out in the absence of oxygen to make sure that no
oxidation of the polymer takes place. The temperature ranges between 350 and 900°C. The
products formed include a carbonized char (solid residues) and a volatile fraction. A portion of
the volatile fraction can be condensed to give paraffins, isoparaffnins, olefins, naphthalenes, and
aromatics, while the remaining is a noncondensable high calorific value gas. The products formed
and their precise composition depends on the type of the plastic waste and the process
conditions. In catalytic cracking, the same process is carried out in the presence of a catalyst. The
prominent advantage of this method is that the presence of catalyst lowers the reaction
temperature and time. Another added advantage is that, in thermal cracking a broad variety of
products are formed by the braking of the polymeric chain, while in catalytic degradation the
product distribution will be much narrower, with a peak at lighter hydrocarbons. From the
economic point of view also, reducing the cost even further will make this process more
attractive. Due to these reasons, currently, this method is being adopted for the synthesis of
petroleum-based oil.
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T-ray –Imaging the World
Ankit Anand & Aditi Sengupta (3rd Year, ECE)

We all know how x-rays changed the world. Terahertz rays have the same potential, with implications
for fields from medicine to communication. “T-ray” is now beginning to emerge as one of the most
amazing scientific developments of the 21st century. A form of electromagnetic radiation lying
between microwaves and the infra-red waves on the spectrum, they are so-named because of their
frequency which is around a million of million cycles per second, or one Terahertz. The wavelength of
THz varies from 1 mm to 0.1 m, categorizing it as a sub millimetre waves.
To generate terahertz radiation we require photoconductive antenna which consists of highly
resistive semiconductor thin film with two electric contact pads. The antenna acts as a transmitter
when a voltage is applied at the two contact pads, this result into the excited carriers to accelerate
due to the presence of electric field during the optical pulse forming electromagnetic pulse. This
electromagnetic pulse has a time-dependent electric field with frequencies in the THz region.
Well, talking about how useful it can be, then we must know that it can penetrate thin layers of
matter without damaging the tissues of our body and DNA because of its non-ionizing capability and
low photon energy. It can also be useful in detecting epithelial cancer. T-ray scanning could be used
by the surgeons to identify where healthy tissue stops and cancerous tissue starts and thus it can
improve the chances of removing the cancer while minimizing the amount of surgery required.
Researchers at Tera View, a terahertz technology company based in Cambridge, carried out a study of
tissue samples taken from women with breast cancer, and showed how effective T-rays are at
detecting the cancerous cells.
The penetration power of THz is sufficient enough to penetrate fabrics and plastics which makes it
effective for surveillance. Thru Vision Ltd had already demonstrated the world’s first THz camera for
security purpose which successfully detected the images of guns and explosives concealed under
clothing.
Common materials have Terahertz fingerprints, so that by just identifying fingerprints of particular
substances, we can determine specific items or potentially even people which will act as a boon in the
field of security.
Terahertz radiations are not just limited to the fields of medical science and security but it also has a
huge demand in the field of communication. A team of researchers from Tokyo Institute of
Technology has already mentioned that, wireless data transmission by using T-rays, had set a new
record and in the future they can be used as bandwidth for data transmission. They used a resonant
tunnelling diode to produce waves in the THz band and with that they sent a signal at 540 GHz, which
resulted in a data transfer rate of 3 Gigabytes per second. The most important feature of this is that
it can be even used for high altitude communication i.e. Aircraft to satellite or satellite to satellite
communication.
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ALUMNI SPEAK
HIT: NOSTALGIA
Hi Everyone!!! This is Abhisekh Das, ECE 2007 batch.
It’s hard for me to talk about HIT without talking about Haldia first. I had a deep-rooted connection with
this town from the age of 6 months(literally). Born and brought up in the urban landscape of Kolkata,
Haldia was like a breath of fresh air to me. Since I had my closest of relatives settled in Haldia, I used to
visit this town very often from an early age, and I used to love those visits every time. And when I got the
chance to study as well, I felt so excited.
Eventually the day came when I entered the campus. Well, it wasn’t very campus like situation back then,
since it was under construction. The campus that you guys got now, we got a lot less. But what we got
was, tremendous care from the faculty and a sense of bonding from fellow batch mates, which turned into
permanent friendship for the rest of our lives.
Even though I was not a hostelite, I used to get the feeling of hostel life whenever I visited the hostel after
college hours and those were the memories I still carry with me. In our early days, our teachers were very
supportive and made us feel at home. Gradually they made us ready for professional career and the
challenge called 'Life'. Initially seniors were a little intimidating, but slowly they also embraced us as one of
their very own. The bond became stronger day by day, and even today when we meet them in any corner
of the world, they give us their care and best wishes.
Then came the season of on-campussing, scary as it may sound, but it was our first step towards real life
achievements, and we could not be more thankful to HIT, for
giving us those opportunities, which some of us could make use of by getting placed into various
industries, or getting the required experience to better themselves for the next challenge.
It’s very difficult for me to describe my Alma Matter using just a few words. To me and my friends, it's like
nostalgia. So many words comes to my mind when I
Look back at my days at HIT, after spending a hard day at my office. Wish I could re-live those days again.
Those lush green playgrounds, those ads with friends in the hostel, those Fest days, Haldia Utsav days,
Riverside visits, love at first sights, admiration for seniors, care for juniors, respect for Teachers, and eyes
filled with dreams.
I wish all the best for my dearest juniors and hope they make our beloved institution proud, and at the
same time, have lots of fun on this wonderful campus. Please remember, this institution will not only
make your future-ready but also help you to grow as a human being, that’s the specialty of it.

HIT: MEMOIR
As of 18th September of 2018, a bit more than 2 years of leaving my 2nd home, I have cherished the
memories, and wished to go back to HIT every single day. It’s just that, today I will be putting it to words.
12th August 2012, from the 1st gate to the four pillars, all the way up to the hostels on and off campus, it
seemed some kind of fête had been organized. So many people, and so many stalls selling buckets, cloth
hangers, locks and keys, mosquito nets, and other items required to survive the upcoming years. And the
center of attraction, the big white building that is circular from within.
13th August 2012, we introduced ourselves to our fellow batch mates. Everybody seemed weird. Our
friend circle expanded from one room to one complete floor and few others. 15th August 2012, the only
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time we attended the College Independence Day Celebration. It became a public leave in the upcoming
years.
2nd week of College, I got the best advice on which I tried to live my 4 years. “4 years of an engineer’s life
in college is the only opportunity he gets in his entire life to live it to the fullest.”
September 2012, we were still confused what things do comprise a full formal attire. Careful selection of
hobbies and full forms of AISSCE and AISSE were the priority in our mind. By now, all of us have been to
home and back at least once. A privilege for being HITians. And we did study for the 1st Internals.
October 2012, Pujo season has begun. Everybody is focused on their plans to celebrate Pujo, radiating
such positive energies that it seemed paradise. The entire academic activity remained disturbed due to
Pujo, Diwali, and 2nd Internal, which obviously didn’t matter for us anymore.
But if there were actual festive seasons in HIT, it would be the semester examinations. Lights glowing in
every room till late night made it feel like lighting decorations amidst the darkness of the sky. There was so
much excitement and anxiety within us. The rounds of discussion and last minute lectures from our friends
were the real life savers.
Once the college re-opened after semester break, College fest was already awaiting us. Along these four
years, we not only learned from the faculties, but from our seniors, batch mates, and sometimes juniors
too.
July 2015: We bade goodbyes to our last seniors. It was the first time in our life when we actually felt
facing the world without anyone to run to.
30th July 2016: The last exam of our College life. With tears in our eyes and pens in our hands, we wrote
our messages on each other’s shirt.
31st July 2016: Four years at HIT have changed us even as persons. When we left, we were more confident,
knowledgeable, civilized, and ready to face the world than we were on 12th August 2012.

Ankur (12/IC/05)

HIT: INSPIRATION
Everytime I see a post regarding HIT, I feel like there's something left there. The Maggie bhaja and dim
poach at captain Da's is left there, the cool breeze of Kailash at 3am is left there, volleyball competitions at
P1 ground is left there, unadulterated laughs amidst the brainstorming sessions with seniors which lead to
the creation of THT is left there. I developed my love to code there and then I found my new girlfriend in
managing events with IEEE SB and cutl-Fest/Tech-Fest . It was a dream, which last for 4 years, where I
slept as a kid and woke up as an adult.
I have worked as a business analyst at a consulting firm for a little over an year and then here at b-school, I
got an internship opportunity to intern at a bank in their corporate banking field. But that didn't come
easy. I failed at 17 interviews before I joined the one. I failed to get a decent CAT score for 2 years before I
could do good enough the third year to get into a b-school. Life isn't easy, it's tough but somehow my
mom's always helped me to keep going. I don't know where did she get the 'never give up' attitude,
perservering more than me for my success to come, but I learnt that its important to fail a lot and learn
from them before you can put your head up, proudly.
These lines by Allama Iqbal had always inspired me and hence I am would like to share it:
“Khudi ko kar buland itna ke har taqder se pehle. Khuda bande se khud pooche bata teri raza kya hai”

Avinash Pandit, PGDIM, Batch of 2020, NITIE, Mumbai
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HIT: LOYALTY
It has been 3 years since I dragged by trunk out off the black iron gates, with a weeping soul and trembling
hands, to take on the world, the real world, at last. Within the white pillars of Haldia Institute of
Technology, I was the king. The entire place danced to my tunes (well almost) and there was no one to
question my actions. I could do anything and everything I felt like. Bunking classes, spending the whole
day at Kant’s were just the tip of the iceberg.
The ‘big, bad, world’ as they call it, lives up to its name. It doesn’t belong to anyone or answer anyone’s
call. It is a dimension of its own, with fixed rules for every type of denizen to walk on it. Follow the rules
and you will remain unscathed. You won’t be noticed, but you will survive. To get noticed, or to make a
name on your own, you have to break away from the monotonic queue. And then the world gets furious.
It starts throwing obstacles, something which makes you wish that existence is just a myth.
I don’t have a success story. I have a story which hasn’t completed yet. A story that began with 50
individuals breaking the shackles of dominance and nepotism to scream out what they felt like. Rang
Milanti still dances to its colours today, and I try to promote its core values here, many miles away, despite
a demanding job life.
Haldia Institute of Technology is my alumnus. Within that 4 years, I have learnt a lot. Sounds cliched?
Maybe, but that’s true. I am not talking about the engineering syllabus. To learn that you have to attend
classes (which I never did – BUT PLEASE DON’T BE LIKE THAT). No, I am talking about the values of
friendship, loyalty, diplomacy and tact – the values on which the survival in the ‘big, bad, world’ depends
on. HIT’s sprawling campus, an extraordinary hostel life, and the theks out front, are the best places to
learn these values. Don’t simply hide yourself in one corner and start mugging your texts. That won’t get
you anywhere. You won’t even get a decent job or crack any exams. Get out of your hole and explore the
campus. Live it. You have got 4 years, and trust me that seems too few a time.
I had seen fun, fiestas, fights and frivolity in my 4 years, enough to last a lifetime perhaps. But what I
haven’t seen is disloyalty. My batch of 2015 and its predecessors were certainly loyal to every brick of this
college, however stained it might be. A person might think he/she is doing something good by being
rebellious, but no. The value of loyalty still counts for something. You might be disappointed with certain
things, and that’s quite natural. But never, ever be disloyal to the place which will shape you up for the
future.
Let’s be one! Let’s be.....

Aritra dey (Batch 2015)

HIT: MEMORY
I still remember my first day of college…..my parents accompanied me to leave me in that new unknown
place where I had to spend four years of my life with strangers. I literally knew nothing about living on my
own, I had never stayed away from my parents before. Never could I have guessed at that moment that I
would cry so much while leaving that place and those strangers who became soul mates. Haldia Institute
of Technology or as we call it HIT has given me everything, right from an engineering degree to selfconfidence to a job which pays my bills to friends for life. Undoubtedly, those were the best four years of
my life.
There was fun in everything, the late night group chats in hostel room, those midnight birthday
celebrations, mass bunking, staying up all night before exams, those first crushes, leaving exam hall before
time to occupy a seat in computer lab to do orkut chats, life was simple ….there was not a single worry.
Those fried maggi and chai sessions at the small roadside stalls which we called jhoops were more fun
than any big restaurant now. Those movie shows at those small cheap movie halls with a group of more
than fifty odd friends were way more fun than any balcony seat of Inox today.
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Our pockets were empty, most of us belonged to middle class families and got pocket money, but our
hearts were full of love and our eyes were full of dreams.
Getting up early morning to attend classes, attending lectures, taking notes, getting books xeroxed at
Shankachil, those last moment studying before semester exams, the stress before job interviews ,the long
queues for library books, the long lab sessions to get all assignments done before exams…everything
seems worth it now. The marathon movie sessions in hostel rooms, the adda in hostel canteen, the
stealing food from friends, the sudden conversion of hostel corridor to discotheque by playing loud music
and dancing, the dancing your heart out in college fest, the fashion parade during fest and Haldia Utsav,
….those were the days. The fighting with other batchmates to support your friends, being the shoulder for
your friends to cry upon after a breakup, stalking guys for friends,….we had friendships to die for. We
didn’t have laptop or wifi connection in hostel or smart phones but we didn’t need them, life was good
even without them 
We had our favorite teachers whose classes we never bunked and we had teachers whose classes we
never attended :P We all owe our first job to those teachers who taught us well to crack those first on
campus job interviews.
Those departmental picnics to Mandarmani, dancing all night all the way in bus, the playing in the sea and
sand, the heavy lunches, and the ragging by seniors that followed after that heavy lunch :P ….everything
was so much fun. Those grand feast in hostel for which we stood hours in queue, those protests against
the canteen’s Kanthaal caterer, those load sheddings just before semester exams for which we led
protests…all became sweet memories now.
HIT …we owe a lot to you, you gave us amazing teachers who made us engineers and got us our first jobs,
you gave us beautiful friends for life, some even got their life partners in HIT in those four years..….in
short, you gave us the best four years of our life.

Nayan Chowdhury (IT-2007 batch)

HIT: EMOTION
12th August, 2012! It was the beginning. Whenever I remember this date, I sincerely thank almighty to
bless me with the opportunity to pursue my graduation (B.Tech) from HIT. It was the very first day when I
reached Haldia with mixed feelings; feeling sad for leaving home and momentarily feeling good thinking
about HIT's infrastructure(The 4 Pillars actually :P). Days passed gradually and apart from studies, HIT
found me suitable and gave many opportunities in those 4 years to showcase myself as the leader of my
batchmates and juniors. Receiving the award of "Best Student of the 2012-2016 batch" for overall
activities in HIT, from Mr. Lakshman Seth was the best moment which I will never forget in my life.
On completion of those 4 golden years, I was back home again with all the memories and an offer letter of
Wipro.
Anything is possible if you have the zeal and dedication to achieve the same. I could have continued
happily in Wipro but I too had a zeal like I stated earlier from the very first day of my college which made
me what I am today. And I can proudly say that it was possible with the blessings of my parents and
teachers of Haldia Institute of Technology!
Ultimately and most importantly, I would say only one thing to all my juniors that be honest in whatever
work you do and never miss any opportunity you get, to find out the real "You" from yourself. The day you
will meet the real "You", success will become your shadow and will always follow you.
Best Wishes.

Ankur Priydarshi , Officer, Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India (Batch of 2016, Dept. of ECE)
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HIT: AS I HAVE SEEN IT
My heart fills with huge pleasure and overwhelmed joy to write about the eventful, craziest and exciting
four years (2001-05) at HIT. More than one decade is past, yet there were several moments which had
strong impression in my mind. We were the first batch of B.Tech in Biotechnology, therefore, received so
much love, affection and appreciation from this collage. When we joined the college in 2001, at that time
there was no official Biotechnology Department and unfortunately no faculties were there too. In the very
next year, Arun Sir (Dr. Arun Kumar Maiti) joined at our Department, I can remember, all our classmates
were very excited and allover talking about him. Gradually, other faculties also joined, it was a great relief
and relaxation for all of us as our Department started to operate independently.
I was staying at hostel with two other roommates (Dr. Ritobrata Goswami, who is now an assistant
professor at IIT Kharagpur and Mr. Sambaran Dey, who is working in a reputed bank ), although there was
a strong competition always within us, still we had unimaginable care and devotion for each other. We
fought for most trivial and uncanny things like who is going to fill the bottles of water or who is going to
put off the light. We had lots of debates on movies, politics, footballs, cricket, cricketers and so many
other things. I am privileged to have a group of crazy, wild and unpredictable friends, with some of them I
am still deeply connected. Starting from the morning breakfast to dinner we enjoyed a lot and made so
much fun by spending hours on the dining table without loving the routinely as-usual foods with almost
same taste and flavor in every time. Nevertheless, occasional party at near river sides refreshed our mind
and filled our soul with unbelievable satisfaction. Only collage fest was the time, where most of the
astonishing and inexhaustible activities happened during these days. Late night programs made us
vivacious and lively. We are so much flabbergasted that only mere guitar tones could make us to dance
like mad. Apart from the collage fest, another most elated and jubilant moment was ‘Haldia Utsav’ that
offered the scope of watch the performance of several Bollywood stars.
Without a doubt, our teachers were immensely passionate about their teaching and subject
matters. Importantly, they had the ability to build a caring relationship with students, and thus their
presence always brought cheerfulness within us. We never hesitated to communicate with any of the
teachers at any point of time. As engineering students, we also did so much devious and naughty activities
with them, never ever they irritated or exasperated with our behaviors. Honestly, I felt animated about
everything except attending early morning classes. Still, I missed those days, missed those moments, and
missed those times. I feel proud to a HITian as this collage nurtured, motivated and offered the best to
become the best in my profession that I have been carrying throughout my life.
Dr. Amaresh Kumar Sahoo, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Applied Sciences, IIIT, Allahabad
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ABINITIO ONLINE QUIZZES

Hola HITians.....
The questions for the respective day's quiz are as follows. For correct answers, see page 5 or follow
ABINITIO facebook page.
Day 5. September 14, 2018
Day 1. September 10, 2018
1. I am a pillar and I’ve got 69 brothers and
sisters combined. All of them touch the ground
1.What is the cost of one rupee?
but I hang. Where am I?
2.Highest cricket ground in India?
2. I have 56 pillars and I produce music when
3.No of dept(s) started at the 1st year of HIT?
tapped. Where am I?
4. At which location HIT started its journey?
3. When was the international journal of HIT
launched?
Day 2. September 11, 2018
4. On the 21st January 2017 I was recalled upon
to live forever in the presence of Sri Shirsendu
1. Skull Lake in India?
Mukhopadhyay. Who am I?
2. Village of Twins?
3. What is the total number of books that the
Day 6. September 15, 2018
Aryabhatta Central library constitute?
4. Exact campus size of HIT?
1. Aliens! Some unidentified objects have been
seen to fly over my head. I'm very cold. Where
Day 3. September 12, 2018
am I?
2. I am a rock at a temple and I grow 1 inch every
1. UCO Bank has opened a 'lock-less' branch in
20 years. Where am I?
my area. What place am I?
3. How many blocks are there in the main
2. I am a god who has the power to grant you a
building?
VISA to the USA. Who am I? Where am I from?
4. What grade point has the college been
3. I witness everyone entering from the first
accredited with by NAAC wef 16th September
gate. But I ain't the gate keeper. Who am i?
2016?
4. Exact Age of HIT in year, month &days?
Day 4. September 13, 2018

Day 7. September 16, 2018

1. I am a restaurant and I let you dine with dead
person. Give me a name.
2. I am a God who has the power to grant you
visa to the USA. Who am I? Where am I from?
3. I witness everyone entering from the first
gate. But I ain't the gatekeeper. Whom am I?
4. Exact age of HIT in years, months and days?

1. When was the college accredited first time by
NBA?
2. Which state of India is known as the crown of
India?
3. The name of which Indian River means “the
son of the creator"
4. When was the first edition of Abinitio
magazine launched?
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PICTURE SCAPE

Debanko Das
Batch of 2021,BT
हररोज़ िगरकर भी सम्भ रह� है ,

�ज़न्दग �बना रुक बढ़ रह� है ,
उ� तो महज़ एक तकाजा है ,

कभी खुशी कम, तोक भी गम
ज्याद है ,

जी उसके बावजूद भी मज़बूती से
लड़ने का एक इरादा है ।

Debanko Das
Batch of 2021, BT
वो ज़मीन जलके राख़ हो जाती,
धूप के तले ख़ाक हो जाती,

जो नीर क� बूद
ं � उसे ना िभगोती,
तो हर एक सुकून के पल क�
तलाश म�,

ये �ज़न्दग क राह जाती।

Tejash Raj
Batch of 2021, AEIE
फूल� का क्य,

वो तो काँट� से भी राब्त करले,

ये तो आदमी है जो आदमी से ह�

िशकवा करे बैठा है ।
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Mouli Biswas
Batch of 2022, EE

অসাধারণ জািত এই পৃিথবীেত এমনিক মানব
মেনর েসৗ�যর .... আমােদর মেনর �মতা
চারপােশ �ু �তম িজিনেসর মেধয এমনিক েসৗ�যর
গঠেনর এবং েসৗ�েযর্ িদেক নজর েদয়া �মতা
... মানুেষর মন এমনিক েনিতবাচক এই জগেত
আশাবাদী হেতও �রণীয়ভাে শি�শালী ....
সিতয্কাের েসৗ�যর আমােদর মন …

Shreyadrita Panda
Batch of 2021, CHE

আলপনা! ময়ূরপ�! আলাদা আেবগ!
আলাদা�িৃ ত! সব িমিলেয সর�তী পুেজার কথা
মেন পেড়, যখন মা পুেজার েগাছ-গাছ এর আেগ
েমেঝ জুেড আলপনা িদেতা খিরমাি িদেয় আর
আিম পােশ বেস েদখতাম আর ভাবতাম মা
আমার কী সু�র না আঁেকন |

Tonudwbhaba Roy
Batch if 2020, CSE
The artist’s brush here so precisely depicts the
myriad shades of Goddess Kali, who
vehemently liberates the soul from the cycle
of birth and death. The fearful Goddess with a
mother’s heart, hair strewn all over, and
intoxicant eyes ‘The ADI SHAKTI’ of the Hindus,
Devi Kali devours false consciousness and
resurrect people in their path of Karma.
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Akash Manna
Batch of 2021, BT
The one who went against the god
of war,
The one who sheds light on the
path of truth for the mankind to
follow,
The wielder of the lasso of truth.
She is none other than Princess
Diana of Themyscira.

Anubhav Biswas
Batch of 2021, EE
As the eagle was killed by the
arrow winged with his own feather,
so the hand of the world is
wounded by its own skill.
- Helen Keller

Simran Kaur
Batch of 2021, ECE

তার ওই েচাখ সাগেররও নীল!
তার েচােখই আিম মু� |
তার ওই চু েলর ভােজই
লুিকেয় েরেখিছ আমার �গর |
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Shreya Chakraborty
Batch of 2022, ICE

সকাল সে�য্ কিব, হূদেয় কিব,
েলখক, সািহিতয্ িব�কিব রবী�নাথ
ঠাকু সকেলর কােছ অমর এবং
অি�তীয | একজন ভাষকেরর মত
িতিন তার কলেম িব�জয় কেরেছন |
তার েলখা মানুেষর মেন-মেন গাঁথা |
েতামায় হূমাঝের রাখেবা েছেড় েদেবা
না |
Pooja Kumari
Batch of 2021, ECE
"नाचता समीर अ�वराम गितसे
है सदा

नाचती है ऋ तुएँ अनेक रूपरं कर।
नाचता है जीवनानादेहधर बारबार
देखताहै नतृ ्, वह कौन है र िसकवर?"

Anubhav biswas
Batch of 2021, EE
"इत ना दहे ज़ चा�हए हम�",
प्या नह�ं, व्याप-सास्व �खंचा।
"और जो ना दे पाए समय पर,
तो पहले �ववाह, �फर अ�ग्-पर�क्ष"
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Ayan Biswas
Batch of 2020, CHE
Nature depicts the simplest
laws using the most honest
creature it has created so
far-Strength lies in unity.

Gourab Mandal
Batch of 2021, CHE.
Afar from the chaos and the
mundane let the sunlight
paint us gold.

Mouli Biswas
Batch of 2022, EE
Into the wild I go, losing my
way, finding my soul,
soaking my feet into the
adventure of the unknown.
The heart is a wanderer,
thirsting of the mystical, and
the mind, drunk upon the
memories of old.
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Anubhav Biswas
Batch of 2021, EE
She had integrity in her bones and
was clothed in grace.
She was beautiful; not only in how
she looked, but in who she was.
Anubhav Biswas
Batch of 2021, EE.
Since we cannot change reality, let us
change the eyes which see reality.
- Nikos Kazantzakis

Anwesha Bose
Batch of 2022, CHE
"Nature's peace will flow into you
as sunshine flows into trees. The
winds will blow their own freshness
into you, and the storms their
energy, while cares will drop off
like autumn leaves."

Sumit Saha
Batch of 2020, EE
She is a girl, tears in her eyes, no
matter how modern the society is,
Did women rise?
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Debarati Ghosh
Batch of 2022, FT
Better than a thousand hollow words, it’s one
word that brings peace- Lord Buddha

Debarati Ghosh
Batch of 2022, FT
It always depends upon perception.
Someone just sees a blank page and some
speak their heart out through ink.

Meghla Sau
Batch of 2020, CSE
Here's to being human
All the pain and suffering
There's beauty in the bleeding
At least you feel something

Meghla Sau
Batch of 2020, CSE
I dream. Sometimes I think that's the
only right thing to do.
Haruki Murakami, Sputnik Sweetheart
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Oindrila Roy
Batch of 2019, EE

অিভবাসীেদর একি েদেশ, একজন িভ�েদশী
িক� েকবলমা� সবর্েশ আগমন িছল না |

Tanusi Lahiri
Batch of 2020, ECE
The blue flowers, the winter’s bliss
the painter loves to gaze on Hails
from a wonderland, the poet so
long summoned. Petals and leaves
and buds you see, the fragrance
reminds you of the dawn. The blue
flowers, the winter’s bliss, the
beauty shall never be gone!
Roudraneel Ash
Batch of 2021, CE
"लोग संग मरमर हुए, �दय हुआ

इस्पात

बफ़र हुई संवेदना, ख़त् हुई सब
बात।।"

Gourab Mandal
Batch of 2021, CHE
Even if you don’t have that strength to
knock down the opponent, your eyes
should have that attitude.
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SARWESH
Batch of 2020, ICE
Attract the positives, discard the
negatives.
Loyalty is inevitable.

Debraj Maji
Batch of 2021, BT
Living a short life as a proud person
is more worthwhile than living a
whole century as a chameleon.

Ayan biswas
Batch of 2020,CHE
*ন�তা েয না�িনক*
আগ�,৮: েহােটেল েপৗেছ শুিন েগাটা কািল�ং এ
গত ৪-৫ িদন ধের ইেলকি�িসিট অচল । কয্ােমর
বয্াটাির েগল েশষ হেয় েহােটল িপ� �েয়ড েথেক
এই ছিবটা কুিড় িমিনট এর ই�ারভয্াল এ েতাল
। বুঝলাম, "পাহাড় েফরায় না"
Tanusi Lahiri
Batch of 2020, ECE
A bunch of flowers, on a white sheet
like some black clouds’ linings on the
shrouded sky. Ever wondered how
beauty resides in simpler things?
Colours aren’t always reason enough
to fabricate the amazing! The
monochrome does things better
sometimes.
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TOON STORY
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CROSSWORDS
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SOLUTIONS:
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GUEST COLUMN

Engineer‘s Day
“To give real service, you must add something
Which cannot be bought or measured with Money”
MokshagundamVisvesvarayya

The word engineer is derived from the Latin wordsingeniare (“to create, generate,
contrive, devise”) and ingenium (“cleverness”)each letter in the word “ENGINEER” has
it’s own meaning. We can explain the Engineer as follows…..
E- Eager; N- Nonstop leaner; G- Genius; I-Intelligent; N-Nation’s builder; E-Effort maker;
E-Excellence; R-Rider;
So, an engineer is a practitioner of concerned with applying scientific knowledge
mathematics and ingenuity to develop sollutions for technical societal and commercial
problems. In short,the work of engineers forms the link between scientific discoveries and
their subsequent application to human weeds and quality of life.
Engineer’s day observed in several countries on various dates of the year. Day that the Law
23.659 regulatedthe Engineer, Architect and surveyor professions. First engineer’s Day is
celebrated on2nd Marchas a tribute to the date in 1878 on which first association on
engineer’s was established in Chanera .
My insights on Engineer’s Day which is celebrated in India every year on 15 September.
The date was selected because it is the birthday of legendary engineer Dr.
Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya. It was this day 152 years ago that this great contributor to
growth and engineering was born. Known to be one of the greatest engineers of all time, he
had his vision and dedication in the field of engineering thus making some exceptional
contributions to India. A man of honest principles and a dedicated engineer, he served as
the Dew an of Mysore and helped in the overall development and growth of Karnataka. His
amazing works include construction of KR Sagar Dam and its neighbouring Vrindavan
Garden, setting up of the Mysore Sandalwood Oil Factory and the founding of Bank of
Mysore. His detailed report on ‘Planned Economy for India and Reconstructing India’ is
still considered to be the best research material by several economic planners. Owing to his
contributions in the field of engineering, he was awarded the highest state award of India
“The Bharat Ratna” in the year 1955. He was a genius in harnessing water resources,
successful design and construction of several river dams, bridges and implementing
irrigation and drinking water schemes all over India thus earning him international
recognition. After him, reaching his admirable destiny; through his kind heart and
intellectual brain in all directions, he finally slept in peace on 14 April 1962.
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A famous quote says,” Engineering is the professional art of applying science to optimum
conversion of natural resources to the benefit of man.” Engineers Day is dedicated to those
without whom every machine would not have been made. A day dedicated to those without
whom no one would have been able to fly, no one would have been able to make their
home, no one would have been able to watch television, no one would have been able to
communicate with the long distance. So, from mobile phone to airplane, television to
satellite everything is possible because of engineers. Every day a new technology comes in
to take human to the next level to give them from basic desires to basic needs.
This quote confirms the influencing role of engineers in the development of the nation.
Engineers are those who operate at interface between science and society. Engineers are the
backbone of development and technology.
Today, India has important vision and mission in areas of space research, defence
development, rural development, renewable energies, agriculture and food processing,
information and communication technology, education, etc. and for this there is need of
engineers with vision, passion to transform the vision into action, courage to think different
and to combat problems.
According to “India Vision 2020 For Transforming Nation Into Developed Country”
of honourable former president of India Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam not only engineers but
everyone should have the ambition of living in a developed country and for this each one of
us show the integrity towards the development of our nation.
Finally, I would like to say, that “Engineers Rule The World” and we are all now on the
way to become an engineer. So, we should make a promise to our self that we use our
intelligence, knowledge for the welfare of our society and mankind.

Dr. Punita Chaturvedi
Registrar
HaldiaInstitite of Pharmacy
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Haldia Institute of Technology (HIT) is founded in 1996, and located about 138 Km away from
Kolkata. It is situated at the heart of the Haldia, which is a major port, and is encircled by several
industries. The Institute is well connected to Kolkata and Kharagpur by rail and road. It has a
sprawling campus of 49 acres of land. There are 12 B.Tech courses, along with 5 M.Tech, MCA,
and MBA courses. It has also a separate central computing facility and a central library. It
comprises of modern facilities like Wi-fi campus, Smart Class room, Bank, Departmental Store,
Post Office, Medical Store, Restaurants etc. National Assessment and Accreditation Council
(NAAC) accredited the institute with ‘A’ grade and Several departments are accredited by
National Board of Accreditation (NBA).

